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LETTER FROM THE CHAIRMAN..

Value for Today’s
New Normal

Welcome to CSCMP’s Annual Global
Conference held this year in beautiful San
Diego, California. What do robots, trucks,
voice activation, reverse logistics and software have in common? They represent
some of the innovative technologies that
keep the supply chain running as we push
farther into the 21st century. New this year
is the Supply Chain of the Future (SCF)
Lab, a hands-on addition to the annual
CSCMP conference. This exhibit emphasizes certain pieces of the supply chain
puzzle with an intuitive series of integrated
technical displays. Beyond the abstract, the
conference offers 24 class sessions that
delve into the real world of supply chain
and its complexities. In addition, we have
introduced information kiosks into the SCF,
acting much like the Learning Exchange,
which had been part of the annual conference for the past six years.

As project director, it has been a pleasure to work with the fine association
management at CSCMP, DBMA, SCLA
and the many participating companies to
bring you this year’s expanded program.
There are many people to thank, such as
Rick Blasgen, CEO of CSCMP; Amy
Thorn, Executive Director of DBMA, Don
Ralph, SVP of Supply Chain and
Logistics of Staples, as well as chairman
of the SCLA Corporate Advisory Board;
Don Walker, SVP of Distribution
Operations of McKesson, and 2010
SCLA chairman; Jim Schulze, CSCMP
Director of Operations; Deverl Maserang,
Chiquita VP of Logistics and member of
the Executive Committee of the SCLA;
Mark Baldwin, head of engineering of
the SCF Lab; AmyMarie Yoder, DBMA
Director of Administration; Roger
Christian of Motoman; Peter Blair of Kiva
Systems and the countless others who
In tackling the SCF Lab, CSCMP has
helped with this Journal and the conferjoined forces with the Distribution Business ence. I want to thank you, the fine proManagement Association (DBMA), an aca- fessionals attending, who seek to
demic group that oversees the Supply
increase knowledge. We are honored
Chain Leaders in Action (SCLA), the
you have joined us to explore and refine
nation’s largest organization (more than
the ideas of supply chain. Please share
50 corporations with a combined annual
your thoughts and ideas and help us
revenue of $1.5 trillion) of senior manage- reach even greater heights next year
ment in supply chain and logistics.
in Philadelphia.
Together, the professional world and academia have pooled their resources and
Sincerely,
expertise to present this addition to the
annual conference. Over the past year, we
assembled a group of innovative, dedicated thinkers to build the Lab from the
ground up. We have succeeded in estabJohn T. Thorn, Ph.D.
lishing a stellar group, which will help
Chairman of the Board, DBM
develop an even more sophisticated and
Association
expansive exhibit for next year’s gathering
Vice Chair, SCLA Membership
in Philadelphia.
SCLA Executive Committee
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LETTER FROM

THE

The Supply Chain of
the Future:
People, Processes
and Technology

EDITORIAL DIRECTOR..
This issue of the the DBM Journal features the Supply Chain of the Future Lab
and industry leadership articles that provide insight into how to work smarter
instead of harder. In the current economy
where the new normal is all about cost
and currency fluctuations, supply disruptions, production recalls and expanding
government regulations, it’s difficult for
supply chain managers to know how to
lead their operations successfully today let
alone worry too much about tomorrow.
As a supply chain executive, you must
handle all of this volatility, and more, in a
cost efficient and transparent manner. If
you don't – if there is even one misstep –
your whole supply chain and its extended
network can be brought to an abrupt halt.
So how can you drive integration and
visibility? You need to start thinking
about how your operations will run in the
future. The Supply Chain of the Future has
the instrumentation, interconnectedness
and intelligence to predict, if not prevent,
disruptions before they occur. It relies on
new approaches that employ sensor technologies, new analytic capabilities, simulation techniques and robotics that not just
sense and respond, but anticipate and
act.
The Supply Chain of the Future Lab,
featured exclusively in this issue of the
DBM Journal, is designed to better equip
supply chain professionals to succeed in
today’s challenging environment. But
with so many challenges ahead the key
question is what to focus on now.
According to Marc Sherman’s article,
improving the consumer experience is
one area that can’t be overlooked if you
want to preserve the integrity of your
brand. Now due to social media, word
can spread about a brand around the
world in a matter of seconds. One way
to manage this explosive information
power is to use third-party logistics (3PL)
partners to manage brand and other
high-stake risks.
In the article, “Future views:
Collaborative Sourcing Will Be The
Hallmark Of Supply Chain Excellence”
author Paul Martin describes a future
where today’s winner-take-all model for
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negotiating supply chain contracts will be
a distant memory. Martin says, “In the
future the inefficiency of operating as
adversaries won’t be tolerated as high
tech alternatives and long-sighted strategies will create opportunities to find common ground where everyone wins.”
Pol Sweeney offers a view of a different
future, where collaborative sourcing will
be the hallmark of supply chain excellence. The improvements in SaaS
(Software as a System) models, combined
with the extensive experience and expertise earned in the past decade, will allow
the mobile supply chain to drive superior
business performance.
But the future is not just about advances
in software, processes and technology. It’s
also about people. To be part of a leaner
and more efficient supply chain, companies must transform their investment in
worker training according to Kibler and
Copeland’s article, “Training Tools Must
Change.”
There is a clear gap between the need
for effective worker training and the current system of providing it. But filling in
the gaps is what the future is all about.
Flooded with more information than ever,
supply chain executives struggle in an
ever-deepening sea of data. But the greatest tests ahead, according to Ph.Ds Spink,
Helferich and Griggs might lie in risk
management and mitigation, as well as
the visibility required to effectively manage them.
In the future it will no longer be enough
to build supply chains that are efficient,
demand-driven or even transparent. The
challenge will be to master the complexity
of operating in an increasingly volatile
and uncertain world. So given a world
fraught with uncertainty, what’s a supply
chain manager supposed to do to
strengthen their operations?
Learn how to herd cats, not sheep.

Amy Thorn,
Editorial Director

INDUSTRY ARTICLE:1

Not Just Any Port In a
Storm: Weathering a
Struggling Economy and
Emerging Stronger
By Bill Petersen

As you listen to all of the economists, analysts and other pundits
talk about the economy, you hear
a lot of speculation on the days
ahead, the majority of which is
depressing at best. But most of us
have been around long enough to
know that things will eventually
get back on track, the economy
will pick up, and better days will
return. The question is, what can
we do now to make sure our company remains healthy and ready
to take advantage of the recovery
when it finally occurs?
One answer is to look at the
changes that are likely to occur in
supply chain operations between
now and the turn-around. One
thing that we are already seeing
is the impact of emerging markets
(Google "emerging markets" and
you get 14.7 million hits). People
on the procurement side have
been living with this for years, but
now we can look forward to dealing with a wider geographic market for our products as well. The
Wall Street Journal names 35
countries, from Argentina to the
United Arab Emirates, as new and
growing sources of demand.
One thing most experts do
agree on is that the economies of
these emerging countries will likely
lead the eventual recovery. This
means that companies here in the
U.S. will likely face not only more
inbound shipments of raw materials, but more outbound loads of
finished goods as well.
Economists generally agree that
continued low inflation and sputtering demand will keep prices
stable at best, but probably cause
a decline. From a cost standpoint,
this is good news, but this doubleedged sword means that our companies cannot raise their prices

either. We have already seen how
weather and political instability
can drive up the cost of fuel. If further disturbances occur, we would
have to find some equal offset in
the supply chain equation.
A likely scenario: Inbound and
outbound international shipments
are increasing, pricing is flat, and
the cost of doing business is
volatile. Add to that tighter budgets, hiring freezes, and capital
expenditures being next to impossible to get approved, and you
have a real challenge. As supply
chain professionals, we are going
to have to learn how to be even
more efficient with the people, systems, and equipment that we
already have.
So how do we master these efficiencies? We need to concentrate
on four "ates":
* Integrate
* Communicate
* Automate
* Eliminate
Integrate. Supply chains, particularly those that extend across
borders, generate a lot of data.
Complicating matters, most of it is
hand-keyed into multiple systems.
The supplier has manufacturing
and ERP systems. Banks, governments, and customs brokers have
their own in-house systems, and
carriers have their own too. EDI
alleviates some manual data entry,
but it is expensive and not universally used, particularly among
smaller overseas suppliers. The
good news is that there is no need
for any duplicate entry, even
given all the different rhythms and
gyres of the supply chain. Why
should a customs broker have to
log any information about a shipment? All of that of that data
already resides either in their cus-

tomer's or customer's supplier's
ERP and/or MRP systems. Not
only does every repetitive entry
waste time, it increases the
chance of error, which squanders
time and money. All we need is
access to the information, which
leads us to the second "ate."
Communicate. Communication
across your entire supply chain
must become relentless. Allowing
your suppliers to become aware
of your needs as soon as you are
(Vendor Managed Inventory) is
just one example of this. All of
your trading partners need to take
this level of responsibility for the
management of the information
they control. Responsibility and
decision-making authority has to
be pushed up the supply chain as
far as possible to avoid unnecessary delays. For example, say a
load is due to be shipped from a
supplier in Nanchang to the port
of departure, Shanghai. Because
of production delays, the load is
late leaving the factory and the
vendor must expedite the over-theroad segment to Shanghai, raising
freight costs. If the change in
freight is not caught by the customs broker, the documentation
will be inaccurate and the shipment not in compliance. If the discrepancy is caught, there will be
a delay while approvals are
sought and entered. It will cost
time, money, or both. The ideal
case would have everyone on
line, sharing the information and
collaborating on the outcome.
Automate. The third "ate"
involves automation. Expert system
technology has been around for
years, but it is not widely
deployed in supply chain operations. Why not use simple, rulebased systems to automate out
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much of the routine processing
that makes up the bulk of our
transactions? If a shipment of
goods is going to a NAFTA country, why not direct the MRP to
select materials and components
that are duty-free under the terms
of that agreement? If a shipment
from country A to country B
always needs the same list of documents, why not embed a rule in
the system to produce them? And
where there is an exception, have
the system note that fact and alert
the person responsible. Instead of
people worrying about all the
shipments, free them to focus their
efforts on the ones that require
special handling.
Eliminate. Finally, the last "ate"
we need to consider is eliminate,
particularly with respect to excess
inventory, overtime and penalties.
With repetitive entry turned off,
communications turned up, and
automation turned on, bad things
will be eliminated. Inventory levels
will fall as the supply chain accelerates and the need for high-safety
stocks falls away. Overtime will be
reduced as the fire drills created
by nasty surprises are removed
and the time wasted correcting
errors and tracking missing information disappears. Instead, that
time can be put to use in truly
managing (and improving) the
process, and getting ready for the
increased volume that will come
with economic recovery.
Returning to the original question of what we can be doing
now to help our company get
ready for the turnaround, it seems
that the answer is, “a lot.” With
help from falling technology prices
and the increased visibility afforded by the internet, we can make
real strides to master the "ates."

INDUSTRY ARTICLE:1

Waves of Change:
Ride or Drown
Is your company healthy and ready to take
advantage of the recovery?
By Chris Arnold

Companies spend millions of
dollars annually to design, build
and operate distribution centers,
warehouses, and fulfillment opera-

tions. These operations will experience changes to their business
that will impact their customers,
peers and financial bottom line.

The challenge is identifying these
change indicators early and
addressing them before the facility
is completely out of control.
The most common indicators
are present in the data analysis
and trends that are tracked
daily, weekly and monthly.
Others are identified through
observing customer complaints,
product returns, product flow
bottlenecks, and space constraint
problems. Front line associates
and team members are another
excellent way to identify
changes early through periodic
interviews and daily feedback.
Finally, understanding the facility
design and capabilities will aid
in identifying future problems
before they occur.
What are some of the common
operational challenges that may
be experienced? The lack of reliable, qualified or willing labor
results in high turnover, poor
accuracy and low quality of
work. Customers, in response to
an overall holistic supply chain
view, demand additional valueadded services, such as packaging, store-ready presentation,
labeling and customized delivery. Space constraints within the
physical building, site location
and supply chain uncertainty
also contribute to the challenges
experienced within facilities.
Additionally, most facilities are
data rich and information poor.

So where do we start?
Know your operation. Perform
an operational and mechanical
audit to determine if your facility
is meeting expectations.
Compare operating metrics or
key performance indicators
(KPIs) to others performing a sim-

ilar operation in a similar sales
channel to identify areas to
reduce costs, provide insights to
improve customer service, track
performance of organizational
goals and improve profitability.
Maintain updated metrics.
How often is this data reviewed
by the management team and
shared with our front line associates? How well do your supervisors and line managers know the
processes they are managing?
Do you create individual or facility goals from these KPIs? Keep
in mind that what is tracked for
day-to-day operations and what
is tracked for future performance
may be significantly different.
Improve processes for now and
for the future. Although business
demands are continually changing, there are processes that will
always improve your facility’s
ability to meet short term goals
and work toward a long term
plan. Programs that help reduce
waste, motivate associates,
reduce multiple product touches,
monitor and control inventory,
identify bottlenecks and constraints, and utilize creative
ideas will prove beneficial.
There are always opportunities
for improvement, including data
management, labor considerations, product flow and forecasting that are critical to creating a
flexible and agile operation.
Train, train and train again. In
many operations, the only training an associate receives is during their new hire orientation.
Periodic training ensures all of the
improved tools, processes and
best practices are being utilized.
If new technology or procedures
are not being used, ask yourself
why they are not, and address

the holes accordingly. Acceptable
best practices should be shared
with associates when performing
updated training, and all future
training materials should be
updated to reflect these changes.
During the training sessions deliver the “why” to your employees
to empower them to strive for
improvement. In addition, gather
best practices from associates
between each training session to
keep them involved and streamline processes.
Provide hints and tips. Keep in
mind that associates, especially
new hires, will require immediate assistance to correct problems. To address common questions efficiently and reinforce
best practices, consider posting
job-specific “quick tips” within
each functional area that include
step-by-step pictures that can be
quickly reviewed by the associate. These tips should be
designed to help quickly answer
the most common questions and
aid in allowing the associate to
move back on task.
Cross-train associates within
their normal departments and
across department lines. Similar
to bottlenecks that occur in material flow, not cross-training your
associates can expose a bottleneck in resources. This is especially visible when associates call
in sick or take vacation, or when
associates need to handle an
unexpected product flow. Crosstraining reduces operational vulnerability and also allows each
team to know which associates
can be moved into another location and contribute successfully.
Periodically rotate positions to
keep the job task knowledge
fresh. Cross-trained associates
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will also provide a new set of
eyes and may expose a new way
of performing the task.
Realize that people are the
success or failure of an operation. Since each individual and
work group is unique, learn their
motivational keys. Jimmy Wright,
Founding Partner of Diversified
Retail Solutions and a personal
mentor, once shared that our
focus should be to “get them,
keep them and grow them.”
Most studies show that employees are looking for interesting
work, to be treated fairly and
with respect, appreciation for
their contribution and empowerment. Every associate needs to
know what is expected of them
and receive feedback on their
performance. Ensure each of
your supervisors and managers
knows their associates’ names,
provides them with feedback
and information and periodically
reviews the top key metrics you
want every associate to know.
Promote those associates who
succeed and provide the necessary feedback for those who do
not. For those associates you
cannot keep, always try to complete an exit interview and evaluate the feedback openly, as it
may give you insight into issues
of which you may not be aware.
The most successful team always
has the most talented, positive
and motivated associates.
Focus on order fulfillment.
Review the system design of your
operation to ensure it is still
valid, designed correctly for
today’s environment and that
each area can support the
desired sustained rate and
required processes. Are you
operating the system the way it

was designed? If you are
unsure, simulate and visit similar
facilities. Map the order process
for conveyable and non-conveyable product. Identify and
eliminate duplicate touches and
unnecessary steps, minimize
travel distance and focus on
reducing the order cycle time to
minutes versus hours or days.
Review each of the storage
and pick mediums within your
facility against today’s volume
and the operation’s future volume. Is your product slotted correctly and ergonomically positioned? Operations that have
break-case selection should periodically review the products slotted in the “golden zone,”
between the hip and shoulder of
the picking associate, to ensure
high velocity product is properly
profiled and slower moving
items are not occupying this
ideal space. In addition, check
that cartons are properly slotted
in regards to reserve slot location. Fast moving items may
require additional prime pick
locations in multiple areas, or
mirrored zones, to ensure one
area is not holding up the rest
of the facility. Verify that stocking of the prime locations is
occurring prior to picking to
minimize stock outs and rework.
Do the picking associates have
the necessary tools and are
there enough on-hand tools for
each associate? If you are utilizing scanner guns, are there
enough batteries and are they
charged? Also, ensure that any
material handling equipment in
the operation is being put
through a preventive maintenance program to minimize
down time. The goal is to keep
the order fillers on task.

Reduce your paper, improve
efficiency. Most facilities generate a significant amount of
paperwork daily. Some of this
paperwork follows the product
through the various internal
departments until the product is
shipped. Is it all necessary, and
does it add value to the other
departments in the facility? Can
some of the paperwork be combined, minimized or eliminated?
Externally, the focus may need
to be on product labeling prior
to receiving, tracking and sharing inbound compliance issues
with each vendor and carrier,
and communicating with both
upstream and downstream customers regularly. The sharing of
inbound compliance data with
upstream suppliers provides
them with details that can be
acted upon for correction.
Raise the bar and remove barriers to success. Inch up the
results and do not settle for
mediocrity. Many operations
have a self-imposed barrier to
success, where managers and
associates fall into the trap that
says “we have always done
thing this way.” Empower your
leaders and employees to strive
for improvement. Begin to create
friendly competition between
facilities, departments or shifts.
Through this process, look for
best practices, whether within
your organization or externally.
Document and review processes. Are all of the processes
within your facility documented?
If so, how often are they updated? While most operations have
a process improvement program
in place, few take the time for
review if it seems that it is working or adding value. Perform a
full review of your processes
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and ensure all documentation is
current.
Benchmark your competition.
Do you know what your competition is doing? Learn what others in your operation’s space
are doing through involvement
in various industry associations,
conferences and training seminars. Where possible, utilize
your suppliers and material handling equipment providers to
help provide realistic rates for
equipment and associate interaction.
Maintain technology compatibility. Technology changes so
quickly that occasionally systems and tools become outdated shortly after installation.
Perform a full review of software and hardware to ensure
that these tools will meet the
business needs for today and
tomorrow. In addition, verify
that the database platforms and
applications meet the operation’s future needs. Require all
material handling equipment
providers to provide open
source code for programs and
applications that are developed
to run your equipment. This will
allow the operation to evaluate
the customer support and partnership of the provider and prevent the operation from being
tied to a supplier that provides
unsatisfactory support.
Are there better systems or
tools available? Are there better designs that can improve
quality or productivity? Review
all equipment within your operation and validate that scheduled maintenance is occurring.
Your suppliers and material
handling equipment providers
should be able to assist in this
final step.

INDUSTRY ARTICLE:1

Training Tools Must Change
By Bill Kibler and Joel Copeland
To be part of the leaner and more efficient supply chain of the future, companies must transform their investment in
worker training – new technologies create new opportunities. As the economy
recovers to prerecession levels of
employment, there will be additional
pressure to carefully rebuild workforce
skills. Indeed, a recent survey by
Accenture indicates that more than half
(54 percent) of large U.S. businesses
have plans to restore workforces to prerecession levels within two years. The
Accenture High Performance Workforce
Study also found that just 15 percent of
these companies described their workforce skill level as “industry-leading.”
There is a clear gap between the need
for effective worker training and the current system providing it.
The right employee development done
at the right time will yield big rewards
for the employer in increased productivity, knowledge, loyalty and contribution.
And it’s just as important to use the best
tools. This article will explore barriers

that presently exist in many companies,
and will offer an example of how the
introduction of a well-designed online
training and records tool can have substantial results. In addition, some future
trends and approaches will be considered, to ensure your approach to training keeps pace with best educational
practices.
The Problem with Workforce Training
Training and compliance within the
supply chain has in the past been hampered by several formidable obstacles to
efficiency. A few follow:
– Inefficient Use of Personnel Resources
When training and skills are uneven
across a workforce, all work is hampered. Even the best employees will
waste time “working around” this problem. And sometimes the productive people have to stop working and train the
others. Every site will have new employees and other people who are not quite
up-to-speed. But future training solutions
must guarantee these things:

• New hires should learn all of the company policies, procedures and best
practices before they first set foot in the
door.
• Uneven training has to stop: All should
receive the same training, free of bias,
ambiguity and their supervisor’s interpretation of the content.
• The best employees should not be routinely pulled from productive work to
explain the basics to new hires.
– Reliance on Scattered Records
When reports are needed on training,
or when compliance and liability information must be produced, a company
cannot continue to have clerical staff
searching through stacks of folders and
old spreadsheets. This kind of filing cabinet research is rapidly becoming antiquated: It is inefficient, time-consuming,
and error-prone. If training is managed
online in one centralized system, a few
mouse clicks will generate up-to-date
training histories, test results and compliance reports. And unlike reports based
on scattered records, this solution scales
upward to bigger companies, more
complex supply chains, and more difficult tasks.
– In-Person Training: Time Consuming
and Inconsistent
Training in person can be terribly inefficient. Either a conference has to be
organized or an HR person has to travel
across sites to teach. Both practices are
expensive, and carry the added
headaches of accommodating disparate
schedules so people can focus and train
at the same time. Employees do need
interactive training, but it should be
available 24/7, when it’s convenient to
the site – not to the trainers. And it
should be designed so that every
employee actively participates.
One Industry Leader’s Strategy
One of America’s largest manufacturers
and distributors of health care supplies
and services can serve as an example of
how these challenges have been met.
This company ships more than
100,000 products to health care facilities around the world. With nearly
7,000 employees spread over dozens of
sites, they have a long-standing investment in employee training. One of their
core values is to “create an atmosphere
of growth and opportunity where all
employees can reach their potential,” and

they have sought innovative solutions to
ensure their workforce skills are constantly
improving. With employee training, they
realize their goal of obtaining the best
results in the most cost effective way.
Their Challenges
• Keep workers safe. The most valuable
outcome of effective training is to prevent injuries in the workplace. The
question for this company is: How can
training be improved to reduce risk?
• Train with greater efficiency. In lean
economic times, there is pressure to
reduce HR and training resources.
Investment in training has to have the
greatest possible result for dollar spent.
• Boost training effectiveness. Offline
training puts a room of learners in
front of one instructor. This training is
difficult to offer to everybody, especially for firms with dispersed facilities and
24/7 operation. By its nature, face-toface training makes it difficult to ensure
every worker has the proper job skills
and knowledge.
• Track and document training. Training
across many facilities creates a formidable bookkeeping problem. Records
have to track the initial and continued
training of every employee. And good
training records are mandatory for
those daunting realities of business life:
regulatory compliance and liability
claims.
Their Strategy
• Move to an online training model. In
2007, this company formed a partnership with Kibler & Associates and KMi
Inc. to adopt KMi’s eLMS online learning management system. The initial
task was to move training and recordkeeping to an online portal. At inception, it was accessible 2,000 employees in 40 locations. Integration with
the existing HR database ensured the
user list would always be up-to-date.
• Develop effective online content. The
first courses were safety tutorials and
refreshers for warehouse activities.
These have since been supplemented
by dozens of custom courses covering
many aspects of warehouse knowledge, from Forklift Safety, to Hazmat
training, to Units & Measures.
• Devise custom tracking and notifications. The standard eLMS reporting
tools were extended in two directions.

First, custom reports and metrics have
been added that highlight training metrics and compliance reports that are
mission-critical to this company.
Second, custom notification tools helb
by, for example, e-mailing the administrator in a warehouse when an employee fails a course twice in a row.
• Expand the tool-set. The classic LMS
functions of online coursework have
been strengthened with new tools. For
example, employees can be tested to
ensure they understand handbooks
and safety documents, and a wage
calculator helps employees measure
earning potential in various internal
career paths.
The Result
In its first two years of operation, the
online Training Academy for this company has become a central part of the
company’s training programs. As of
February 2010, more than 2,700
employees have completed nearly
17,000 courses. In every quarter, new
online training has become a growing
part of the company’s operations.
So far, the results have been substantially positive.
Safety
• Accidents on the job were reduced by
55 percent in 2009. And this was
done with only a limited release of
online training to 30 warehouses.
More safety courses may reduce
injuries even more.
Efficiency
• This company retains their best workers. Those who left the company during the training period had an online
course failure rate more than 50 percent higher than those who stayed.
• Workers are learning their jobs faster.
Managers in the field have reported a
savings of two to five days in getting
new employees up to speed.
Effectiveness
• Every worker is being trained according to enterprise-standard procedures
instead of learning processes peculiar
to a single facility or trainer.
• With testing uniform across the company and mandatory passing scores, this
company can have more confidence
that all workers have understood the
training.
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Compliance
• In response to a pair of major accidents in 2009, the firm was able to
immediately show that OSHA’s training
regulations had nevertheless been met.
• A wrongful termination suit was easily
countered, using eLMS training
records to show the employee took 34
attempts to pass three courses. A welldocumented training history was a
valuable part of the defense against
this EEOC claim.
Conclusions:
To thrive, companies must always
adapt to new technologies. More efficient and effective training and reporting
is not only desirable for its own sake,
and for the safety and well-being of
employees, but it can offer a critical
competitive advantage. Companies that
form the supply chain of the future will
see their tools and practices altered in
many ways, but they will always need a
well-trained, continuously developed
workforce. We’ve highlighted one company that has successfully adapted new
technologies for online training and
automated reporting, and seen tangible
and immediate results. This is not a
unique story: Training across industries
has been transformed by similar learning tools.
This trend will accelerate, as tools such
as mobile learning devices release workers from the need for a desktop computer. This will open up training to that vast
part of the modern workforce that operates without traditional office equipment.
The infrastructure for an effective mobile
learning environment has evolved quickly, with the explosive growth of inexpensive tools such as the iPad and Androidbased handheld devices.
Collaborative learning tools are also
attracting more attention from employers
who want to leverage existing worker
skills. Online training tools can be set
up as learning networks that combine
straightforward online training with collaborative exercises that bring the learners into contact with each other in cooperative projects. This allows them to
access the “collective intelligence” of
the organization, rather than a single
instructor.
This is only a couple of examples of
the ways that technology will continue
to improve worker training across the
supply chain.
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Welcome Attendees

Welcome to the Conference.

We’re also excited to unveil our
exclusive
new event— the Supply
Welcome to San Diego and to
Chain
of
the
Future, which is a collabthe Council of Supply Chain
Management Professional’s (CSCMP) orative effort between DBMA, SCLA
and CSCMP and is debuting in San
2010 Annual Global Conference.
For the next three-and-a-half days, you Diego. This educational initiative is a
real-time, fully-integrated supply chain
and thousands of your peers — leadexhibit that will take you into a world
ing supply chain authorities, practiof automated innovation and new
tioners, and thought leaders— will
technologies in product design and
take part in the most innovative and
development, sourcing and procureexciting supply chain experience in
ment, demand planning and inventory
the world.
management, manufacturing and
Our program this year is outstandmaterials handling, transportation
ing. You’ll be able to choose from
and fulfillment, and reverse logistics.
over a hundred top-notch educational The exhibit will take your educational
sessions covering the full spectrum of experience to the next level of underthe supply chain. You’ll explore the
standing and excellence.
critical issues of the day such as how
CSCMP recognizes the critical
to compete in emerging markets and
role
that supply chain management
how to prepare your supply chain for
professionals
play in shaping the
the future. And you’ll be the first to
learn about current research and best- global marketplace of the 21st
practice data. These sessions will pro- century. We understand that educavide you with the knowledge and the tion is the cornerstone of continuous
improvement and are confident that
skills you need to bring immediate
this conference will provide you with
value to your organization, helping
a broader, deeper vision of the proit compete in the rapidly changing
fession, the opportunity to participate
marketplace.
in specific learning programs and
In today’s challenging economy,
networking activities, and the inspiramany companies are taking bold
tion to enhance your personal and
steps to position themselves for future organizational development.
success. These are the people you
will meet and hear from at CSCMP’s
Here’s to a great conference!
annual conference. You will also be
able to build your professional network with a variety of unsurpassed
networking opportunities we have
created for you. The conference is
Rick D. Blasgen
an invaluable forum for developing
President and CEO
the kinds of collaborative relationCouncil of Supply Chain
ships that will be key to successful
Management Professionals
supply chains in the new economy.
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GENERAL INFORMATION
Supply Chain of the Future Hours
• Sunday, September 26th – 6:00 PM to 8:00 PM
• Monday, September 27th – 9:30 AM to 7:00 PM
• Tuesday, September 28th – 9:30 AM to 5:00 PM
CSCMP AGC 2010 Registration & Customer Service Hours
• Sunday, September 26 -7:00 AM to 6:30 PM
• Monday, September 27th & Tuesday, September 28th - 7:00 AM to 5:30 PM
• Wednesday, September 29th - 7:00 AM to 11:30 AM
Supply Chain of the Future Education Session Hours
• Monday, September 27th & Tuesday, September 28th
10:00 AM to 11:30 AM, 1:30 PM to 3:00 PM & 3:30 PM to 5:00 PM
Supply Chain of the Future Education Session Rooms
•
•
•
•

Amphitheater
Amphitheater
Amphitheater
Amphitheater

1
2
3
4

Press Room
• Located in the lobby across from rooms 27A&B on the Upper Level.
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Sunday, September 26, 2010
6:00 pm 8:00 pm

CSCMP Annual Global Conference 2010 Welcome Reception

Monday, September 27, 2010
10:00 am –
11:30 am

Amphitheater ONE

Amphitheater TWO

Amphitheater THREE

Amphitheater FOUR

Track: Supply Chain of the Future
“Using a Multichannel Approach
to Unlock Value for At-Rick
Inventory”

Track 3: Breaking Through
Barriers: Winning the Supply Chain
Challenge Together
“Collaborative Practices to
Maximize Mutual Chain Value”

Track: Supply Chain of the Future
“Breakthrough Technologies—
Where They Fit & Where They
Don’t and Hot Issues”

Track: Supply Chain of the Future
“Technologies for Operational
Excellence”

Richard Douglass, Global Industry
Executive – Manufacturing,
Sterling Commerce
Robin Lecuyer, VP, U.S. Bank
Transportation Solutions
Meredith Powers, Sr. Manager,
Manufacturing Industry Solutions,
Mobility, AT&T

Scott Friedman, CEO, Seegrid
Damir Kantardzic, President,
ASAP Automation
Joseph LeFergola, Business and
Information Solutions Manager,
Raymond Corporation
Gary Oldham, Director – Strategic
Accounts/ Western Region,
Vocollect

Susan Cessar, VP, Genco
Dan Gardner, VP- Business
Development, ATCLE
John Kenney, Director Alternative
Channels, ModusLink Global
Solutions

11:45 am 12:45 pm
12:45 pm 1:30 pm
1:30 pm 3:00 pm

Lunch Break
Dessert In The Lab
Track: Supply Chain of the Future
“Smarter, Faster and Easier: The
Essentials for Best-Practices
Supply Chain Procurement”
Sean Devine, Former CPO & VP
Purchasing, Con-way
Carey Skoglund, National
Logistics Manager, Ace Hardware
Danny Slaton, SVP Business
Development, SMC3
Christopher Timmer, SVP
Business Development &
Marketing, LeanLogistics

3:00 pm 3:30 pm
3:30 pm 5:00 pm

Track 11: Sales & Operations
Planning:
“How to Enforce Strategic
Decisions at an Operational
Level”
Donald Hicks, President & CEO,
LLamasoft, Inc.
Paul Homchick, Senior DirectorValue Chain Planning Applications
Marketing, Oracle Corporation

Track 5: Excellence in
Warehousing
“Design for Success”

Track: Supply Chain of the Future
“Returning the Profit to Returns
Processes”

Joe Forte, Director of Sales,
Portec
Sean O’Farrell, Business
Development Manager, Witron
Richard Rodgers, VP- Solution
Design, HK Systems
Walt Swietlik, Director of
Customer Relations and Sales
Support, Rite-Hite

Dan Gardner, VP- Business
Development, ATCLE
Tim Konrad, Sr. VP, Genco
Lorcan Sheehan, Sr, VPMarketing & Strategy, ModusLink
Global Solutions

Break In The Lab
Track: Supply Chain of the Future
“Innovative Order Management
Technologies to Deliver the
Perfect Order”
William Carson, VP- Technology,
Archbrook Laguna
Brent Dawkins, Industry
Marketing Manager, Sterling
Commerce
James Glazer, Senior Product
Specialist, Sterling Commerce
Bob McAdoo, VP, Parker Hannifin

5:00 pm 7:00 pm

Peter Blair, Director of Marketing,
Kiva Systems
Jerry Koch, Director of Product
Development, Software &
Controls, Intelligrated
Roger Christian, VP- Marketing &
International Group, Motoman
Scott Deutsch, Global Director of
Marketing, Vocollect

Track 17: Technology & the
Supply Chain
“Transportation Sourcing: People
+ Process + Technology =
Leading Practice”

Track 1: Accelerating Supply Chain
Transformations
“Centralizing a Fragmented
Network: Stories of Supply
Chain Transformation”

Kyle Alexander, GM, Strategic
Carrier Development, Transplace
Craig Borough, Director
Transportation, USG Corporation
Kirk Logan, Executive Director,
CombineNet
Matthew Menner, SVP,
Transplace
Matthew Stalter, Senior Manager
Transportation, Heinz N. America

William Bastian II, President,
Bastian
Karl Hoegen, CEO, Witron
David Landau, VP Sales Strategy
and Development, Manhattan
Associates
Pol Sweeney, CTO, AirClic
Roger Will, VP Global Supply
Chain, Staples, Inc.

Supply Chain of the Future Reception
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Track: Supply Chain of the Future
“New Robotics Technologies
that are Transforming
Packaging & Distribution”
Vince Bush, Director
Transformation & Strategy, Frito
Lay
Erik Nieves, Technology Director,
Motoman
David Peters, CEO, Universal
Robotics, Inc.

Tuesday, September 28, 2010
10:00 am –
11:30 am

Amphitheater ONE

Amphitheater TWO

Amphitheater THREE

Amphitheater FOUR

Track: Supply Chain of the Future
“Disruptive Supply Chain
Technology: Don’t get Caught
Napping”

Track 2: Best Practices in
Managing & Optimizing Inventory
“Multi-Echelon Inventory
Optimization”

Track 15: Supply Chain
Management Metrics
“Metrics to Message &
Management”

Track 19: Third-Party Logistics—
Getting the Strategy Right
“Leveraging Technology for 3PL
Success”

Thadeus Avvampato, VP- Sales,
iGPS
Cyndi Brandt, Director of
Marketing, UPS Technology
Chris Jones, EVP- Solutions &
Services, Descartes
Brad Wyland, Director of Product
Strategy, Seegrid

Greg Beck, VP- Purchasing,
O’Reilly AutoParts
Andy Clarke, President & CEO,
Panther Expedited Services, Inc.
Rod Daugherty, Senior DirectorProduct Strategy, Manhattan
Associates

Mathew Ahearn, COO,
LeanLogistics
Chris Arnold, Operations Support
Executive, Intelligrated
Cyndi Brandt, Dir. of Marketing,
UPS Logistics Technologies
Jerry Koch, Director Product
Development, Software &
Controls, Intelligrated
Joseph LeFergola, Business and
Information Systems Manager,
Raymond Corporation

Dan Bentzinger, CIO, YRC
Logistics
Steve Blough, President, Mercury
Gate
Stephen Craig, Managing Partner,
enVista
Brad Gregory, Director of
Software Alliances, SMC3

11:45 am 12:45 pm
12:45 pm 1:30 pm
1:30 pm 3:00 pm

Lunch Break
Dessert In The Lab
Track: Supply Chain of the Future
“The Year 2020 – Supply Chain
Planning & Execution Systems”
David Landau, VP- Sales Strategy
& Development, Manhattan
Donald Hicks, President & CEO,
Llamasoft
John Murphy, Senior Director
Transportation & Logistics, Oracle

3:00 pm 3:30 pm
3:30 pm 5:00 pm

Track 18: The Changing World of
Supply Chain Risk
“Quantifying Risk: The Role of
Scenario Planning & Tradeoff
Analysis”
Toby Brzoznowski, EVP, Llamasoft
Jacob House, VP Strategy &
Business Development, ModusLink
Paul Martyn, VP, BravoSolution

Track: Supply Chain of the Future
“Lean Technologies: Not Just for
Manufacturing Anymore”

Track 13: Supply Chain & Finance
“Integrating the Physical &
Financial Supply Chains”

Thadeus Avvampato, VP- Sales,
iGPS
Peter Blair, Director of Marketing,
Kiva Systems
Gene Nusekabel, Transportation
and Logistics Industry Market
Manager, Sterling Commerce
Meredith Powers, AT&T

Dave Clarke, VP- Supply Chain
Finance, Polo Ralph Lauren
Jeff Cousins, Sr. VP, US Bank
Michael Schaarschmidt,
Network Modeling, MillerCoors
David Simchi-Levi, Professor, MIT
Judy Sutton, Manager Network
Modeling, MillerCoors
Pol Sweeney, CTO, AirClic
Michael Watson, Manager of
Supply Chain Solutions, IBM

Break In The Lab
Track 7: Global Sourcing
“Getting the Best, Cost, Value
and Flexibility in the Global
Supply Chain”
Nina Houghtaling, Manager
Strategic Planning - Global Supply
Chain, Abbott
Paul Martyn, VP, BravoSolution
David Simchi-Levi, Professor &
Author, MIT
Michael Watson, Manager
Supply Chain Solutions, IBM

Track 8: Leadership
“Supply Chain Leadership:
Driving Profitable Growth”
Lawrence Baldauf, Sr. VP- Supply
Chain, Giant Eagle
Deverl Maserang, VP- NA Product
Supply & Logistics, Chiquita Brands
Kevin Smith, President & CEO,
Sustainable Supply Chain Consulting
Tim Stratman, President,
Stratman Partners Executive
Coaching, Inc.
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Track 10: Managing in Turbulent
Times
“Smart Strategies: Cost, Risk &
ROI”
Joe Forte, Director of Sales,
Portec
Richard Rodgers, VP- Solution
Design, HK Systems
Kerry Wigginton, Director- Value
Chain Execution Solution, Oracle

Track 20: Transportation
“Tackling the Transportation
Optimization Conundrum”
Chris Jones, EVP - Solutions &
Services, Descartes
Stanley Hirshman, VP, Enterprise
Solutions, MercuryGate
Andy Clarke, President & CEO,
Panther Expedited Services, Inc.

Supply Chain of the Future
Session Overviews & Abstracts
MONDAY SESSIONS
10:00 TO 11:30 AMSCF TRACK:
Using a Multichannel Approach to Unlock Value for At-Risk
Inventory (INTERMEDIATE)
Amphitheater One
Session Learner Objective:
• Learn how to optimize value recovery and maximize
resale velocity
Every year, billions of dollars of excess inventory accumulate at a great expense to manufacturers, distributors and
retailers. Maximize recovery from your at-risk inventory
through a comprehensive approach to secondary markets,
by combining market intelligence and a dynamic B2B &
B2C recovery approach.
Susan Cessar, Vice President, Genco
John Kenney, Director Alternative Channels, ModusLink
Global Solutions
Dan Gardner, Vice President of Business Development,
ATCLE
TRACK 3: Breaking Through Barriers: Winning the
Supply Chain Challenge Together
Collaborative Practices to Maximize Mutual Chain Value
(INTERMEDIATE)
Amphitheater Two
Session Learner Objectives:
• Learn how shippers and logistics providers are jointly
reducing costs and optimizing cash flow through use of collaborative processes and technologies
• Understand practical approaches for improving financial
and supply chain visibility
In today’s economic environment, it is crucial for shippers
and logistics providers to have an end-to-end view of supply
chain and financial chain activities. This session will use a
case study to illustrate how companies are collaborating to
reduce total delivered costs, minimize disruptions, ensure
compliance and optimize cash flow.
Richard Douglass, Global Industry Executive –
Manufacturing, Sterling Commerce
Robin Lecuyer, Vice President, U.S. Bank Transportation
Solutions
Meredith Powers, Sr. Manager, Manufacturing Industry
Solutions, Mobility, AT&T

SCF TRACK:
Breakthrough Technologies – Where They Fit & Where They
Don’t and Hot Issues (INTERMEDIATE)
Amphitheater Three
Session Learner Objective:
• Learn relative knowledge of technologies and
strengths/weaknesses in the context of the “hot topics”
Voice, PTL, robotics…so many technology choices. With
issues like regulatory compliance, language, literacy, international expansion, labor issues and cost of errors, how do
I know which solutions work for which issues?
Damir Kantardzic, President, ASAP Automation
Gary Oldham, Director – Strategic Accounts/Western
Region, Vocollect
Scott Friedman, Chief Executive Officer, Seegrid
Joseph LeFergola, Business and Information Solutions
Manager, Raymond Corporation
SCF TRACK:
Technologies for Operational Excellence (INTERMEDIATE)
Amphitheater Four
Session Learner Objectives:
• Common operational design considerations
• Effective ways to blend leading edge technology with
aging technology
• Partnership value
How do you ensure a cohesive solution with the most productivity? This section investigates high impact processes in
the distribution and fulfillment environment, providing insight
into best in class performance and the technologies used to
achieve operational excellence. We will look at key technologies in person-to-goods and goods–to-person such as:
pick-to-light, voice, robotics and automated mobile material
handling. The section discusses benefits of the various technologies and how they can be applied standalone or as
part of a multi-vendor solution for increasing productivity,
order accuracy and on-time delivery.
Peter Blair, Director of Marketing, Kiva Systems
Jerry Koch, Director of Product Development, Software &
Controls, Intelligrated
Roger Christian, Vice President of Marketing &
International Group , Motoman
Scott Deutsch, Global Director of Marketing, Vocollect
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1:30 TO 3:00 PM- MONDAY

TRACK 11: SALES & OPERATIONS PLANNING

SCF TRACK:

How to Enforce Strategic Decisions at an Operational Level
(BASIC)
Amphitheater Two

Smarter, Faster and Easier: The Essentials for Best-Practices
Supply Chain Procurement (INTERMEDIATE)
Amphitheater One
Session Learner Objectives:
• Which steps Ace Hardware takes to ensure that its transportation objectives are consistently met
• How to apply sourcing and procurement best practices to
optimize your supply chain cost and performance metrics
• How to reduce your overall transportation spend and create sustainable carrier relationships
In this session, a supply chain executive from the world’s
largest retailer-owned cooperative will be joined by sourcing and procurement experts to discuss how you can add
intelligence, speed and simplicity to your supply chain procurement process. This case study presentation will demonstrate how small changes can achieve amazing results.
Carey Skoglund, National Logistics Manager, Ace
Hardware
Sean Devine, Former CPO and Vice President of
Purchasing, Con-way
Christopher Timmer, Senior Vice President of Business
Development and Marketing, LeanLogistics
Danny Slaton, Senior Vice President, Business
Development, SMC3

Session Learner Objectives:
• Learn how leading companies are using modeling technology to enable Sales & Operations Planning
• Hear how organizations are migrating strategic plans into
“actionable” operational decision-making
• Compare and contrast the benefits between a best-inbreed solution and an integrated enterprise system
Sales & Operations planning can require an organization
to extend its planning horizon months into the future to help
balance capacity against forecasted demand. The best firms
combine strategic planning with sales and operations planning to ensure that the financial goals of the firm are feasible and that they will be supported by operations. This presentation will provide case studies of how companies are
extending sales & operations planning to create winning
strategic plans that can be effectively executed and monitored to achieve strategic corporate goals.
Paul Homchick, Senior Director-Value Chain Planning
Applications Marketing, Oracle Corporation
Donald Hicks, President & Chief Executive Officer,
LLamasoft, Inc.
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Supply Chain of the Future
Session Overviews & Abstracts
TRACK 5: EXCELLENCE IN WAREHOUSING

3:30 TO 5:00 PM- MONDAY

Design for Success (INTERMEDIATE)
Amphitheater Three

SCF TRACK:

Session Objective:
• Understand the proven methodology used to develop optimum handling solutions with predictable business results
• Hear a discussion of data analysis, design, technology
selection, ergonomics, simulation modeling, and calculating
expected ROI
Technology is often a critical element of lean, highly productive supply chains. However, assuring that the design has
the required functionality, flexibility and financial payback
can be more art than science. This session presents a
proven methodology to develop optimum material handling
solutions with predictable business results. Included will be a
discussion of data analysis, design, technology selection,
ergonomics, simulation modeling, and calculating expected
ROI.
Richard Rodgers, Vice President- Solution Design, HK
Systems
Walt Swietlik, Director of Customer Relations and Sales
Support, Rite-Hite
Sean O’Farrell, Business Development Manager, Witron
Joe Forte, Director of Sales, Portec

Innovative Order Management Technologies to Deliver the
Perfect Order (INTERMEDIATE)
Amphitheater One
Session Learner Objectives:
• Learn how order hubs are providing a single face to the
customer from capture to fulfillment
• Learn how innovative technologies like intelligent mobile
apps expand eCommerce capabilities
As companies are coming out of the recession, their focus is
returning to growth. They must also deal with increasingly
demanding customers and a relentless focus on operational
excellence. In this session, learn how order capture and
management technologies such as order hubs and mobility
solutions are simplifying complex selling and fulfillment
channel.
William Carson, Vice President of Technology, Archbrook
Laguna
Brent Dawkins, Industry Marketing Manager, Sterling
Commerce
James Glazer, Senior Product Specialist, Sterling
Commerce
Bob McAdoo, Vice President, Parker Hannifin

SCF TRACK:
Returning the Profit to Returns Processes (INTERMEDIATE)
Amphitheater Four
Session Learner Objective:
• Learn how some of the world’s leading consumer brands
and retailers have reduced costs and increased profitability
through reverse supply chain processes.
Most of us recognize that gaining efficiency in the reverse
supply chain can enhance and extend the customer’s relationship with the brand, but many overlook the trapped
value waiting to be uncovered by:
• Balancing service costs with customer expectations
• Optimizing the reverse product flow and disposition
• Driving greater recovery from product returns
Dan Gardner, Vice President Business Development, ATCLE
Tim Konrad, Senior Vice President, Genco
Lorcan Sheehan, Senior Vice President of Marketing &
Strategy, ModusLink Global Solutions
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3:30 TO 5:00 PM- MONDAY
TRACK 17: TECHNOLOGY & THE SUPPLY CHAIN
Transportation Sourcing: People + Process + Technology =
Leading Practice (INTERMEDIATE)
Amphitheater Two
Session Learner Objectives:
• Learn what transportation services sourcing is, and how
you can do it
• Find out which roles technology and consulting services
can play in these efforts
What does a leading practice relative to transportation services sourcing look like? In the opinion of large/innovative
(the word “complex” can chase people away) shippers
such as USG and Heinz North America, it is an engineered
balance of people, process and technology. In conjunction
with the global leader in transportation sourcing technologies and a top North American transportation managementcentric third party logistics services provider, a shared
framework will be presented and fully explained to the audience. In order to provide a balanced/360 degree perspective, two motor carriers who are deeply versed in these
processes will also be on the panel to share the benefits of
an advanced transportation services sourcing methodology.
Craig Borough, Director, Transportation – USG
Corporation
Matthew Stalter, Senior Manager, Transportation – Heinz
North America
Kirk Logan, Executive Director – CombineNet
Kyle Alexander, General Manager, Strategic Carrier
Development – Transplace
Matthew Menner, Senior Vice President – Transplace
TRACK 1: ACCELERATING SUPPLY CHAIN TRANSFORMATIONS
Centralizing a Fragmented Network: Stories of Supply
Chain Transformation (INTERMEDIATE)
Amphitheater Three
Session Learner Objectives:
• Learn what improvements and efficiencies can be gained
by consolidating and centralizing a supply chain
• Learn methods companies undertook to justify these largescale projects

In this era of dramatic economic swings, many companies
are saddled with large supply chains that are the byproduct
of mergers, consolidations or acquisitions. Frequently complex, often suboptimal and occasionally redundant, the
industry is now seeing many companies transform their networks by consolidating and centralized fragmented supply
chains. In this session, participants will learn firsthand about
four companies and their successful transformations. These
case studies will provide cross-industry appeal, including
examples from the life sciences, food and wholesale industries. Topics to be covered will range from inventory optimization, visibility and operational efficiency. Attendees will
benefit by understanding the methods companies undertook
to help justify these large scale projects as well as the
processes and lessons learned along the way.
Pol Sweeney, Chief Transportation Officer, AirClic
William Bastian II, President, Bastian
David Landau, Vice President Sales Strategy and
Development, Manhattan Associates
Roger Will, Vice President Global Supply Chain, Staples,
Inc.
Karl Hoegen, Chief Executive Officer, Witron North
America
SCF TRACK:
New Robotics Technologies that are Transforming
Packaging & Distribution (INTERMEDIATE)
Amphitheater Four
Session Learner Objectives:
• Learn to identify automation opportunities for increasing
your competitiveness and sustainability
• Identify tasks in distribution and packaging that can be
automated using new automated intelligence
This session will describe an innovative shift occurring in the
automation approach to distribution, packaging and manufacturing due to the flexible automation processes of
PepsiCo Americas Foods and the new NASA-based robotic
intelligence of Universal Robotics; resulting in improved
competitiveness and sustainability, with reduced dependence on labor.
Erik Nieves, Technology Director, Motoman
David Peters, Chief Executive Officer,
Universal Robotics, Inc.
Vince Bush, Director Transformation & Strategy, Frito Lay
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the optimal inventory investment balance while satisfying
service goals and still fit into the enterprises overall optimization scheme.
Greg Beck, Vice President of Purchasing, O’Reilly AutoParts
Andy Clarke, President & Chief Executive Officer, Panther
Expedited Services, Inc.
Rod Daugherty, Senior Director- Product Strategy,
Manhattan Associates

TUESDAY SESSIONS
10:00 TO 11:30 AM- TUESDAY
SCF TRACK:
Disruptive Supply Chain Technology: Don’t Get Caught
Napping (INTERMEDIATE)
Amphitheater One
Session Learner Objectives:

TRACK 15: SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT METRICS

• Learn what technologies will dramatically change supply
chains
• Understand how those technologies could be applied to
your business

Metrics to Message & Management (INTERMEDIATE)
Amphitheater Three
Session Learner Objectives:
• Learn the top performance metrics and best practices for
monitoring performance.
• Learn how dashboards can help you optimize your
facility.

A number of technologies such as mobile, SaaS, Google,
digital data, robotics, voice, etc. will transform how many
companies operate their supply chains over the next five
years. Yet, many supply chain managers will miss this transformation and be left behind. This session will explore how
supply chains and supply chain performance are being
redefined by new breakthrough technologies. The Disruptive
Supply Chain Technology session is a “must attend” for
companies that are looking for new ways to gain or maintain competitive advantage.
Chris Jones, Executive Vice President of Solutions &
Services, Descartes
Thadeus Avvampato, Vice President of Sales, iGPS
Cyndi Brandt, Director of Marketing, UPS Technology
Brad Wyland, Director of Product Strategy, Seegrid

Methods of measuring performance success vary from operation to operation. This seminar will provide attendees with
the best metrics for monitoring a facilities operation and
how historical and dashboarding tools can aid in achieving
performance improvements.
Chris Arnold, Operations Support Executive, Intelligrated
Jerry Koch, Director Product Development, Software &
Controls, Intelligrated
Mathew Ahearn, Chief Operating Officer, LeanLogistics
Joseph LeFergola, Business and Information Systems
Manager, Raymond Corporation
Cyndi Brandt, Director of Marketing, UPS Logistics
Technologies

TRACK 2: BEST PRACTICES IN MANAGING
& OPTIMIZING INVENTORY

TRACK 19: THIRD-PARTY LOGISTICS—
GETTING THE STRATEGY RIGHT

Multi Echelon Inventory Optimization (INTERMEDIATE &
ADVANCED)
Amphitheater Two

Leveraging Technology for 3PL Success (INTERMEDIATE)
Amphitheater Four

Session Learner Objectives:
• Gain an understanding of the principals of multi-echelon
replenishment
• Gain an appreciation of the best practices to achieving
optimal inventory levels while not sacrificing customer service

Session Learner Objectives:
• Shippers will gain insight into how 3PLs leverage multiple
enterprises
• How your peers use 3PL – TMS to improve processes,
productivity
• 3PLs will learn new business opportunities and concepts
In-house logistics executives often oversee multiple distribution channels and transportation modes, not to mention outsourced logistics/3PL relationships. This educational panel
session will feature real-world case studies on the use of

The need to have the proper amount of inventory to support
the desired level of service to consumers is the primary
inventory optimization driver for wholesale and retail companies. Supply chains today often require complex, multi
echelon, multi channel supply networks to fulfill the needs of
their customers. This session will describe techniques to find
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powerful technologies deployed by 3PLs that enable strategic relationship building between shippers and their transportation and logistics partners.
Stephen Craig, Managing Partner, enVista
Steve Blough, President, Mercury Gate
Dan Bentzinger, Chief Information Officer, MIQ Logistics
Brad Gregory, Director of Software Alliances, SMC3

TRACK 18: THE CHANGING WORLD OF SUPPLY
CHAIN RISK
Quantifying Risk: The Role of Scenario Planning & Tradeoff
Analysis (INTERMEDIATE)
Amphitheater Two
Session Learner Objectives:
• Hear how supply chain professionals are factoring risk
into their strategic decision-making process
• Learn how leading companies are using modeling technology to enable risk mitigation and contingency planning
• Gather real-life tales of how risk mitigation techniques
have been critical to creating competitive advantage in the
marketplace

1:30 TO 3:00 PM- TUESDAY
SCF TRACK:
The Year 2020 -- Supply Chain Planning & Execution
Systems (INTERMEDIATE)
Amphitheater One

Risks lurk in your supply chain network and are as diverse
as political instability, exchange rates, carrier capacity, commodity pricing, supplier performance, shelf life, and customer demand. Fortunately, your supply chain risks can be
monitored and mitigated. Join us as our industry voices
share their experience in thinking strategically about risk
management. Learn how leading supply chain managers
align critical stakeholders to broaden cooperation while
using scenario planning and supplier performance management technology to balance trade-offs and minimize risk.
Paul Martyn, Vice President, BravoSolution
Jacob House, Vice President of Strategy & Business
Development, ModusLink Corporation
Toby Brzoznowski, Executive Vice President,
LLamasoft, Inc.

Session Learner Objectives:
• Learn what new cutting-edge supply chain technologies
and planning solutions are being developed by numerous
software companies
• Discover the potential business benefits and competitive
advantages that can be gained by innovating supply chain
operations
• Gather real-life tales of how many of these new technologies are being implemented today by early adopters
Planning & Execution Systems have been used for years to
help companies manage and improve their supply chain
operations. Companies that have implemented “best in
class” or “cutting-edge” systems have historically been much
more likely to achieve a competitive advantage in the marketplace, and ultimately a better return on shareholder
value. However, what was perceived as best in class or cutting-edge 10 years ago may now be universally deployed
throughout the entire supply chain community. This means
that maintaining a decisive supply chain advantage
requires continued innovation and a search for the new cutting-edge applications. This session will bring together three
technology leaders to discuss their perceptions of what
Supply Chain Planning & Execution will look like in the year
2020. How will people manage their supply chains? What
new approaches to visibility and predictive analytics will
make a company in 2020 the clear leader in their market?
Come to this session to find out.
David Landau, Vice President of Sales Strategy &
Development, Manhattan
Donald Hicks, President & Chief Executive Officer,
LLamasoft, Inc.
John Murphy, Senior Director of Transportation and
Logistics, Oracle

SCF TRACK:
Lean Technologies: Not Just for Manufacturing Anymore
(INTERMEDIATE & ADVANCED)
Amphitheater Three
Session Learner Objectives:
• Highlight lean concepts as they pertain to supply chain
• Understand supporting lean technology options for inside
the four walls of the distribution center
• Understand supporting lean technology options for
upstream and downstream processes
Lean concepts have moved off the plant floor and into the
greater supply chain. So, where do you look for new
opportunities to measure processes, examine practices, eliminate waste, remove non-value-added tasks and stay flexible? The answers are right where you operate.
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Supply Chain of the Future
Session Overviews & Abstracts
This session will provide an overview of the functional
areas and available supporting technologies to get lean
both inside and outside the plant and the distribution center. Specifically, we will discuss some of the lean best
practices and technologies that apply to sourcing, order
management, transportation fulfillment operations and
reverse logistics.
Meredith Powers, Senior Product Marketing Manager –
Manufacturing, AT&T
Thadeus Avvampato, Vice President of Sales, iGPS
Peter Blair, Director of Marketing, Kiva Systems
Gene Nusekabel, Transportation and Logistics Industry
Market Manager, Sterling Commerce

3:30 TO 5:00 PM- TUESDAY
TRACK 7: GLOBAL SOURCING
Getting the Best Cost, Value, and Flexibility in the Global
Supply Chain (INTERMEDIATE)
Amphitheater One
Session Learner Objectives:
• Learn how the global supply chain is about more than just
cost
• Learn how firms are thinking about complicated issues
like flexibility
• Learn how the cost models are more sophisticated as patterns of trade change between countries
• Learn how leading companies are applying these principles

TRACK 13: SUPPLY CHAIN & FINANCE
Integrating the Physical & Financial Supply Chains (INTERMEDIATE)
Amphitheater Four

In today’s global supply chain, best-in-class managers realize the value of global sourcing. Analysts have seen that the
right blend of sourcing skills, process, and technology
improves a company's financial performance by 30 cents
on every dollar spent. To drive this value to your bottom-line,
your entire team, sourcing, vendor, contract, and production
managers, needs to work together to manage every category and activity, consider such factors as flexibility, response
times, quality, and a more complete picture of total landed
cost. Even costing models and identifying additional suppliers for lower costs for procured materials have become
more complex. A “don’t miss” session, as we bring voices
of industry to share how they have managed the complexity
in their companies’ global supply chain and sourcing.
Nina Houghtaling, Manager Strategic Planning-Global
Supply Chain, Abbott
David Simchi-Levi, Professor and Author, MIT
Paul Martyn, Vice President, BravoSolution
Michael Watson, Manager, Supply Chain Solutions, IBM

Session Learner Objectives:
• Learn how firms are leveraging processes and technologies that provide real-time, robust supply chain data to
improve cash-to-cash cycles and total delivered cost
• Understand how data can be used to optimize the physical and financial supply chains
This session will discuss how best-in-class firms are synching physical and financial supply chains to drive improved
performance. Automated, real-time communication within
a firm and between firms can speed the cash-to-cash
cycle, increase accuracy and drive out costs. The resulting
data provides critical information to optimize the physical
supply chain design and understand total delivered cost.
Pol Sweeney, Chief Technology Officer, AirClic
Michael Watson, Manager of Supply Chain Solutions,
IBM
Michael Schaarschmidt, Network Modeling,
MillerCoors
Judy Sutton, Manager, Network Modeling, MillerCoors
David Simchi-Levi, Professor, MIT
Dave Clarke, Vice President of Supply Chain Finance,
Polo Ralph Lauren
Jeff Cousins, Senior Vice President, US Bank
Transportation Solutions
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Deverl Maserang, Vice President, NA Product Supply &
Logistics, Chiquita Brands

3:30 TO 5:00 PM- TUESDAY
TRACK 8: LEADERSHIP

TRACK 10: MANAGING IN TURBULENT TIMES

Supply Chain Leadership: Driving Profitable Growth
(ADVANCED)
Amphitheater Two

Smart Strategies: Cost, Risk, and ROI (ADVANCED)
Amphitheater Three

Session Learner Objectives:

Session Learner Objective:

• Gain insight into how today’s SC executive has become
part of the “profitable growth story”
• Learn what skills, perspectives & relationships can accelerate your ability to move beyond the “cost line”

• Explore how to efficiently minimize cost and risk, optimize
inventory while maximizing profit, reduce spending, and
lower logistics costs.
In the consideration of a new project or system, cost, potential risks to business, and return on capital are becoming
more and more predominant in the minds of management
and boards of directors. Learn from seasoned professionals
how these can be quantified and addressed with successful
outcomes. Actual case histories will be discussed.
Kerry Wigginton, Director- Value Chain Execution, Oracle
Richard Rodgers, Vice President- Solution Design, HK
Systems
Joe Forte, Director of Sales, Portec

This interactive session will provide the attendees with deep
insights into how today’s SC leader can become an instrumental player in their company’s growth story. In this session, top-level supply chain executives will discuss how their
teams have integrated their supply chain activities into the
“sell-side” of their businesses. These “customer-centric” leaders have played key roles in driving multiple dimensions of
their firm’s marketing strategies including customer targeting, customer relationship management, product innovation,
and much more. Attendees will hear the panelists discuss
real world examples of customer impact and learn what
skills, perspectives, and relationships are required to “earn
a seat at the table.”
Tim Stratman, President, Stratman Partners Executive
Coaching
Kevin Smith, President & Chief Financial Officer,
Sustainable Supply Chain Consulting
Lawrence Baldauf, Senior Vice President, Supply Chain,
Giant Eagle

TRACK 20: TRANSPORTATION
Tackling the Transportation Optimization Conundrum
(ADVANCED)
Amphitheater Four
Session Learner Objective:
• Learn the best practices for implementing and sustaining
optimization-based transportation programs.
Transportation optimization has been a 2-edged sword for
many companies. How do leading companies successfully
implement and sustain a TMS solution to get the benefits
that have been promised? This session will feature two case
studies outlining winning strategies, process and practices.
Chris Jones, Executive Vice President - Solutions &
Services, Descartes
Stanley Hirshman, Vice President, Enterprise Solutions,
MercuryGate
Andy Clarke, President & Chief Executive Officer, Panther
Expedited Services, Inc.
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AFMS, LLC
Booth #1023
Tom Stanton
Trade Show Specialist
10260 SW Greenburg Rd., Suite 1020
Portland, Oregon 97223
Ph: (503) 246-3521
Fax: (503) 246-9244
tom.stanton@afms.com
www.afms.com

Aldata
Booth #104
Sandra Dunn
Marketing Director
Ph: (404) 386-4732
Sandra.dunn@aldata-solution.com
www.Aldata-solution.com
Aldata is a global leader in supplying logistic solutions’ with
over 25 years of accumulated best practice experience
worldwide. Aldata’s adaptive Voice-Directed Warehousing
(VDW) solution is used by more than 8,000 operators daily
to transform warehouse operations and improve productivity
with multi-modal voice technology. To learn more go to
www.aldata-solution.com/voice.

AFMS is a logistics consulting firm that helps clients save
money on domestic or international transportation. We specialize in cost and service optimization. Our “no-risk” evaluation determines if present contracts can be improved. Our
400+ years of combined experience make us a leading
logistics consulting firm. For further information please contact us at 800 246 3521 or www.afms.com.

American Society of Transportation and Logistics
Booth #1028
Laurie Denham
Executive Director
37 Main Street, Suite 203
Warrenton, VA 20186
Ph: (202) 580-7270
Fax: (202) 962-3939
ldenham@astl.org or general info@astl.org
www.ASTL.org

Agile Pacific
Booth #1014
Noah Ostanik
Principal
4455 Morena Blvd., Suite 216
San Diego, CA 92117
Ph: (858) 450-0034
Fax: (858) 450-0731
noah.ostanik@agile-network.com
www.agile-network.com

The American Society of Transportation & Logistics (ASTL) is
the premier professional membership organization for transportation and logistics professionals. Founded by industry
leaders in 1946, ASTL strives to promote and ensure the
highest level of global standards through professional certification. ASTL offers certification of all levels throughout the
world

Agile is an international organization of logistics systems
experts committed to adding value to its customers with best
people, products and practices. Deep domain expertise in
implementing transportation execution solutions to reduce
shipping costs, improve efficiency, and shorten order to
delivery cycles. Through automation of processes from purchase to payment, multi-carrier rating, routing, shipping,
proof of delivery and invoice reconciliation.

ATC Logistics & Electronics
Booth #806
Katy Troester
Marketing Coordinator
5201 Alliance Gateway Freeway
Fort Worth, TX 76177
Ph: (817) 837-6509
Fax: (817) 837-6645
ktroeste@atcle.com
www.atcle.com

Airclic
Booth #607
Tracey Ellis
Vice President, Marketing
900 Northbrook Dr., Suite 100
Trevose, PA 19053
Ph: (267) 354-3769
tellis@airclic.com
www.airclic.com

ATC Logistics & Electronics is a premier provider of thirdparty logistics and supply chain services, specializing in forward logistics, reverse logistics, asset recovery, test & repair,
kitting & packaging, transportation management and valueadded services for high velocity, high-tech devices. The company also operates a Foreign Trade Zone.

Airclic provides software products that improve performance
of mobile supply chain and logistics operations. The company’s scalable, reliable SaaS products drive efficiencies and
productivity to measurably reduce costs and increase service
for 270 global enterprises.
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ATL Security Label Systems
Booth #1010
Jeff Lord
New Business Development Mgr. - Security
W140 N9504 Fountain Blvd.
Menomonee Falls, WI 53051
Ph: (800) 444-5144
Fax: (262) 255-4301
jlord@atlco.com
www.atlco.com

Barloworld Supply Chain Solutions
Booth #1035
Hemant Bhave
Vice President, North American Operations
200 East 5th Avenue, Suite 128
Naperville, IL 60563
Ph: (770) 813-3222
Fax: (630) 571-1762
hbhave@scs.barloworld.com
www.barloworldscs.com

ATL specializes in security labels with a broad selection of
overt and covert features including invisible forensic taggants, holograms, and tamper evident materials. Mass-serialization capabilities include track and trace, field verification and product authentication. Supply chain security audits
also available. FDA Registered; cGMP Compliant 21 CFR
210, 211, and 820.

Barloworld provides supply chain management software and
consulting services in the following areas:
• Supply Chain Network Modeling and Design
• Forecasting and demand planning
• Nodal & multi-echelon inventory planning and optimization
• Supply chain carbon emissions modeling
• Optimal sourcing, inventory deployment & material flow

AT&T Business Solutions
Booth #101
Meredith Powers
Sr. Product Marketing Manager, Manufacturing Industry
Solutions, AT&T Mobility Product Management
1277 Lenox Park Blvd., 6th floor
Atlanta, GA 30319
Ph: (866) 429-7222
http://www.wireless.att.com/businesscenter
or contact your account representative
www.att.com/builtforbusiness

We know every customer is unique, so we offer a tailored
approach coupled with specialist knowledge.

AT&T is focused on the delivery and support of mobile applications to companies, both directly and by working with
dozens of alliances in 14 industries, including manufacturing, consumer packaged goods, transportation, logistics and
supply chain. AT&T has a dedicated group of experts ensuring each solution is designed and deployed according to the
customer’s specific business needs.
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Bastian/ASAP Automation
Booth #707
Derek Cribley
Systems Manager
9820 Association Court
Indianapolis, IN 46280
Ph: (317) 575-9992 x624
Fax: (317) 575-8596
dcribley@bastiansolutions.com
www.bastiansolutions.com or www.asapauto.com

CHEP
Booth #802
Katy Kasischke
Manager, Marketing
8517 South Park Circle
Orlando, FL 32819
Ph: (407) 355-6483
Fax: (407) 355-6495
Katy.kasischke@chep.com
www.chep.com

Bastian is an independent system integrator dedicated to
helping our customers increase their productivity through
proven automation, information systems, and sound operating procedures. We provide turnkey solutions with a focus
on exceptional service and flexibility for our customers.
Bastian's solutions vary in complexity from simple manual to
highly automated systems.

CHEP is the global leader in pallet and container pooling
services serving many of the world’s largest companies.
With 7,000+ employees operating in 45 countries and an
asset base of 300+ million pallets and containers, CHEP
offers a platform that helps reduce product damage, and an
environmentally sustainable solution.
CIBER, INC
Booth #401
Douglas Zopfi
Principal Supply Chain Consultant
4000 Town Center, Suite 1400
Southfield MI, 48075
Ph: (248) 204-1715 (Office), (248) 251-3033 (Mobile)
Fax: (248)352-3010
dzopfi@ciber.com
www.ciber.com

BEB Industrial Asset Management
Booth #1004
John Green
President
1806 Swift Ave
North Kansas City, MO 64116
Ph: (866) 906-4222
Fax: (816) 452-4224
jgreen@bebsoft.com
www.bebsoft.com

CIBER’s Supply Chain Practice leverages robust tools, hands
on experience and broad, in-depth supply chain knowledge
in helping clients develop and implement solutions to their
complex business challenges. With over 21 years of supply
chain consultancy experience, CIBER has successfully managed over 1,000 projects across multiple industry verticals
that increased supply chain performance and contributed to
bottom line financial improvements.

BEB Industrial Asset Management helps clients optimize their
plant equipment, through a unique combination of software
and services. BEB captures, audits, analyzes, and reports
your data, so that you can recognize opportunities and take
action. From forklifts to fire extinguishers, BEB cuts costs and
improves productivity of your assets.
BravoSolution
Booth #301
Bridgette G. Barry
Events Manager
33 N. LaSalle, Suite 3500
Chicago, IL 60602
Ph: (312) 279-6762
Fax: (312) 201-9700
b.barry@bravosolution.com
www.bravosolution.com

CJK Services, Inc.
Booth #1013
Bruce Heuer
President/CEO
925 River Centre Place
Lawrenceville, GA 30043
Ph: (877) 614-8414
Fax: (770) 614-1801
bheuer@cjkservices.com
www.cjkservices.com

BravoSolution is an international leader in supply management solutions. We provide the right blend of skills, process
and technology to enable sourcing and procurement organizations to get the full value from sourcing initiatives. Our
solutions cover all aspects of the sourcing cycle, increasing
spend visibility, identifying sourcing opportunities, running
sourcing events, measuring vendor performance and effectively managing contracts.

CJK Services, Inc. is the leading Forklift Fleet Management
Information Service. We empower our clients with the information required to maximize their material handling equipment fleet at the lowest possible cost. CJK Services is a client
advocate and our vested interest is with our clients. CJK
Services is not affiliated with any forklift manufacturer and
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does not sell or service material handling equipment. We
employ an effective combination of experienced analysts,
professional and dedicated client team specialists and a
state-of-the-art database that generates winning results for our
clients. (88)

CPC Logistics Inc.
Booth #1029
Robert J. Boyich
Vice President, Sales & Marketing
P.O. Box 21147
Bakersfield, CA 93390
Corporate HQ:
14528 S. Outer 40 Road
Chesterfield, MO 63017
Ph: (800) 274-3755
Fax: (661) 412-4984
r.boyich@callcpc.com
www.callcpc.com

Colliers International
Booth #1020
Rodney J. Goulet
Vice President, Supply Chain Strategy & Infrastructure
US Headquarters:
601 Union Street, Suite 5300
Seattle, WA 98101
Colliers Multimodal Services Group
176 Federal Street
Boston, MA 02110
Ph: (617) 722-0221
Fax: (617) 722-0224
rodney.goulet@colliers.com
www.colliers.com/cmsg

CPC Logistics Inc. has been a leading logistics provider of
permanent truck drivers and warehouse personnel for private
fleets and manufacturing firms since 1973. We provide service in over 40 states and Canada from 25 regional offices.
Most of our Fortune 500 clients outsource their entire logistics force from CPC.

Colliers international Multimodal Services Group is dedicated to delivering enterprising solutions to the increased challenges of today’s global shipping and transportation community. Through our culture of service excellence and a shared
sense of initiative, we have integrated the resources located
in key port cities and transportation hubs throughout the U.S.
and abroad to accelerate the success of our clients.
Cornerstone Solutions, Inc.
Booth #1026
John Pearce
Senior Supply Chain Advisor
1673 Arden Dr.
Lincolnton, NC 28092
Ph: (704) 732-4880
jpearce@cornerstones.com
www.cornerstones.com
Cornerstone Solutions is an independent supply chain consulting firm, specializing in helping companies improve endto-end supply chain performance through improved processes, increased efficiency and the application of enabling technology. Our breadth of services includes distribution network
optimization, warehouse slotting, technology selection &
implementation, and demand planning.
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Descartes Systems Group
Booth #606
Nicole German
Vice President, Marketing and Communications
120 Randall Drive
Waterloo, ON L4E4P6
Ph: (519) 746-8110 ext. 2331
Fax: (519) 747-0082
info@descartes.com
www.descartes.com

enVista
Booth #803
Michael Noland
Sales Representative
11711 North Meridian Street, Suite 415
Carmel, IN 46032
Ph: (317) 208-9100 ext. 265
Fax: (317) 208-9109
mnoland@envistacorp.com
www.envistacorp.com

Descartes is making the world a better place by enabling
global organizations with logistics-intensive businesses to
save money by improving the productivity and performance
of their operations. As a federated global logistics network,
Descartes provides global trade compliance solutions, supply
chain execution solutions and mobile resource management
solutions to approximately 6800 customers around the
world.

enVista is a leading enterprise and supply chain consulting
services firm, delivering innovative solutions that improve
profitability, enhance customer service and reduce waste
from source to consumption. enVista provides value in its
ability to consult, implement and operate. These capabilities
enable manufacturers, distributors and retailers to leverage
one experienced partner for all matters related to supply
chain, transportation and ERP/CRM.

Dimensional Insight
Booth #1042
Krista Hunt
Marketing and Events Coordinator
60 Mall Road
Burlington, MA 01803
Ph: (781) 229-9111
Fax: (781) 229-9113
Krista@dimins.com
www.dimins.com

Four Soft USA, Inc.
Booth #731
Lauren Clausen
Inside Sales Coordinator
150 Motor Parkway, Suite 302
Hauppauge, NY 11788
Ph: (631) 752-7700 x210
Fax: (631) 752-7829
Lauren.clausen@four-soft.com
www.four-soft.com

Dimensional Insight offers business intelligence solutions that
integrate disparate data sources into one cohesive view so
managers, analysts, and executives can access business-critical data in just a few clicks. Our reporting and analysis suite
– The Diver Solution™ – empowers users across your organization so they can access data quickly and intuitively.

Four Soft is a global market leader with Supply Chain and
Logistics Service Providers handling more than 20% of global freight with our systems. Our web based solutions provide Supply Chain Execution & Global Visibility to Shipper’s
and LSP's in Real Time with software applications to meet
your business needs.

EF3
Booth #1037
Tony Tyler
CEO
3651 Lindell Road, Suite D-199
Las Vegas, NV 89103-1200
Ph: (702) 949-7524
Fax: (702) 943-0233
info@ef3systems.com
www.ef3systems.com

FOX IV Technologies, Inc.
Booth #801
Rick Fox
President/CEO
6011 Enterprise Drive
Export, PA 15632
Ph: (724) 387-3500
Fax: (724) 387-3516
rfox@foxiv.com
www.foxiv.com

The Automated Booking System utilizes data from carriers
and supply chain partners to replace traditional manual
booking processes. The Automated Booking System incorporates a sophisticated routing and rating optimization engine.
The ABS system identifies the lowest cost routing and carrier
and then automatically submits the booking to the selected
carrier.

FOX IV Technologies, Inc. designs and manufactures label
printer applicators which are designed for distribution and
fulfillment centers. The FOX IV TwinPrint printer applicators
have two printheads to print both the shipping information
and a confidential packing slip on a single label, which eliminates the risk of mismatch between the shipping address
and packing slip and reduces waste.
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Frazier Industrial Company
Booth #711
Judy Swajger
Marketing Director
91 Fairview Avenue
Long Valley, NJ 07853
Ph: (800) 859-1342
Fax: (908) 876-3615
jswajger@frazier.com
www.frazier.com

GENCO Supply Chain Solutions
Booth #809
Don Rendulic
Director, Marketing and Communications
100 Papercraft Park
Pittsburgh, PA 15238
Ph: (412) 820-3922
Fax: (412) 820-3689
rendulid@genco.com
www.genco.com

Frazier is the leading manufacturer of structural steel rack
systems, with 10 manufacturing facilities throughout North
America. From standard pallet rack to complex AS/RS installations, Frazier’s expert team of engineers help each customer design the best, most cost-effective storage solution.
Selective Rack, Drive-In, Push-Back, Cantilever, Carton Flow,
Pallet Flow, Pick Modules, and Rack Supported Buildings.

GENCO is North America’s 2nd largest and a Global Top
50 third-party logistics provider and the recognized leader in
reverse logistics. The company manages 125 operations
and 37 million square feet of warehouse space for a diverse
range of retail, manufacturing and government customers,
including many Fortune 500 companies.

FusionOps, Inc.
Booth #1039
Ram Mohan
CEO
530 Lakeside Drive, Suite 150
Sunnyvale, CA 94085
Ph: (408) 524-2222
Fax: (408) 273-6318
info@fusionops.com
www.fusionops.com
FusionOps private BI cloud for SAP offers out-of-the-box packaged operations metrics, analytics tools and collaboration,
within hours of signup, to any SAP customer worldwide.
Unlike traditional BI tools, FusionOps Insight is a complete BI
application with a compelling business value delivered quickly and at a fraction of the cost.
Georgia Tech Supply Chain & Logistics Institute
Booth #1030
Carole Bennett
Director of Program Development and Marketing
765 Ferst Drive
Atlanta, GA 303320205
Ph: (404) 8942343
Fax: (404) 8946527
info@scl.gatech.edu
www.scl.gatech.edu
The Georgia Tech Supply Chain & Logistics Institute (SCL)
provides global leadership for innovation and education in
supply chain engineering. SCL offers executive education
courses in supply chain management, lean supply chain and
warehousing. Georgia Tech also offers an 18?month
Executive Masters in Logistics and Supply Chain Strategy.
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Germany Trade and Invest
Booth #1024
Kenneth W. Bremer
Director
401 N. Michigan Ave., Suite 3330
Chicago, IL 60611
Ph: (312) 377-6131
Fax: (312) 377-6134
kenneth.bremer@gtai.com
www.gtai.com

HighJump Software
Booth #603
Ashley Folsom
Tradeshow and Events Coordinator
6455 City West Parkway
Eden Prairie, MN 55344
Ph: (952) 947-4088
Fax: (952) 947-0440
Ashley.folsom@highjump.com
www.highjump.com

Germany Trade and Invest is the foreign trade and inward
investment agency of the Federal Republic of Germany. The
organization advises and supports foreign companies seeking to expand into the German market and assists German
companies looking to enter foreign markets. Our services are
free of charge, and all inquiries are treated confidentially.

HighJump Software is a global provider of supply chain
management software that streamlines the flow of inventory
and information from supplier to store shelf. HighJump
Software solutions for distribution and logistics and manufacturing include: warehouse management systems, transportation management systems, manufacturing execution and ERP
data collection.

Global Executive Solutions Group
Booth #1018
Jim Chadbourne, Managing Partner
3505 Embassy Parkway, Suite 200
Fairlawn, Ohio 44333
Ph: (330) 666-3354
Fax: (330) 666-5655
jchadbourne@GlobalESG.com
www.globalesg.com/industry/supplychain.htm

HK Systems, Inc.
Booth #710
Cheryl Falk, Vice President, Marketing
2855 South James Drive
New Berlin, WI 53151
Ph: (262) 860-6715
Fax: (262) 860-7020
cheryl.falk@hksystems.com
www.hksystems.com

Executive Recruiting Firm specializing in Supply Chain
Management, Transportation & Logistics. If your organization is involved in managing the inbound, interplant or outbound movement, storage & distribution of a product from
one point to another by any mode or combination of modes,
whether it be by land, sea, or air, we have the expertise to
fill your top talent needs.

HK Systems is North America’s leading automated material
handling and supply chain software total solutions provider.
HK’s comprehensive product and service offerings include
Solution Design, Solution Delivery including automated storage and retrieval systems, automated guided vehicles, conveyance, sortation, customer services, RFID solutions, and
logistics software and Solution Support.

Government Liquidation
Booth #1007
Tim Gilliam, Director, Client Services
15051 N. Kierland Blvd.
Scottsdale, AZ 85254
Ph: (602) 418-6706
Fax: (252) 429-9450
www.govliquidation.com

House of Logistics and Mobility (HOLM) &
FrankfurtRhineMain Corp.
Booth #1016
Prof. Dr. Stefan Walter
Managing Director
Jean-Gardner-Batten-Str. 8
60549 Frankfurt, Germany
Ph: +49 + 49 (0) 69 247521710
Fax: +49 + 49 (0) 69 247521788
Stefan.walter@frankfurt-holm.de
www.frankfurt-holm.de & www.frm-united.com

An undisputed leader in online asset recovery. Let our team
provide you with a very affordable solution to list, market
and expose your sale to a highly competitive international
marketplace. 1.3 million bidders, and a full service sales
partner will ensure your success. DOD and several other
commercial contract have enjoyed success with our added
value services, why not you?

Located in the heart of the Logistics Cluster in Frankfurt
RhineMain, Hesse, Germany, the House of Logistics and
Mobility (HOLM) will redefine the meaning of cooperation,
networking and knowledge transfer. Based at Frankfurt
Airport HOLM will be a platform for national and international universities and companies with 20,000 sqm for interdisciplinary research and projects.
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IBM
Booth #501
Aimee Emery-Ortiz
Product Marketing Manager
71 S. Wacker Drive
Chicago, IL 60606
Ph: (312) 529-1453
aeo@us.ibm.com
www-01.ibm.com/software/websphere/products/sca/

Intralox, LLC
Booth #1022
Intralox Customer Service
301 Plantation Road
Harahan, LA 70123
Ph: (504) 733-0463 or (888) 427-2358
Fax: (800) 877-7543
customerservice.mathandling@intralox.com
www.intralox.com

IBM ILOG Supply Chain Applications are easy-to-use, optimization-based decision support solutions to solve complex
supply chain and production problems. These off-the-shelf
applications are used by over 50% of the world's largest
supply chains and over 50% of AMR's top 50 global supply
chains.

Intralox is a global provider of conveyance solutions and services designed to optimize product handling systems for
manufacturers worldwide. Committed to quality and performance-driven results, Intralox offers customers global industry
expertise and 24-hour service. Solve problems. Simplify
processes. Save money.

iGPS
Booth #608
Melissa Reali, Marketing Manager
225 E. Robinson St., Suite 200
Orlando, FL 32801
Ph: (321) 281-9200
Fax: (321) 281-9220
mreali@igps.net
www.igps.net

The Jacobson Companies
Booth #502
Stan Schrader
EVP Business Development
4410 Industrial Park Road
Camp Hill, PA 17011
Ph: (717) 730-5212 Ext. 5519
Fax: (717) 761-6688
stan.schrader@jacobsonco.com
www.jacobsonco.com

iGPS operates the world’s first all-plastic pallet rental service.
iGPS pallets are 30 percent lighter than wood, which saves
on transport costs and reduces greenhouse gases. They are
more hygienic, easier to handle, far more durable and
100% recyclable. Embedded RFID tags enable tracking in
real time.

Jacobson Companies is a leading third-party logistics company, providing contract logistics, transportation/freight management and international freight forwarding services. As of
today, Jacobson has more than 35 million square feet of
warehouse space in 35 major markets across the United
States with approximately 7,000 employees.

Intelligrated
Booth #704
Bridget Manning
Senior Marketing Coordinator
7901 Innovation Way
Mason, OH 45040
Ph: (513) 701.7300
Fax: (513) 701.7315
info@intelligrated.com
www.intelligrated.com

JobsInLogistics.com
Booth #1034
Terri Greene
Sr. Administration Assistant
17501 Biscayne Blvd., Suite 530
North Miami Beach, FL 33160
Ph: (877) 562-7678
Fax: (305) 397-1659
Terri@jobsinlogistics.com

Intelligrated® designs, manufactures and installs complete
material handling automation solutions, including line sortation systems, tilt-tray and cross-belt sortation systems, conveyor systems, Alvey® palletizers and robotics, Real Time
Solutions® order fulfillment systems, warehouse control software and advanced machine controls—all supported by
24x7 Customer Service and Support.

JobsInLogistics.com is North America’s first and largest career
and recruiting board for the logistics, supply chain, transportation, freight forwarding, distribution, warehousing, manufacturing, and purchasing and 3PL professions. In this niche field,
JobsInLogistics.com attracts more qualified professionals than
the generalist boards, yet at significantly lower prices.
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Kane Is Able, Inc.
Booth #904
Alex Stark
Director, Marketing
Kane Administration Building
P.O. Box 931
Scranton, PA 18501
Ph: (570) 558-5113
Fax: (570) 207-2244
astark@kaneisable.com
www.kaneisable.com

and technology partner for Accenture’s industry leading
Supply Chain Academy.

KANE is Able, Inc. is a third-party logistics provider that
helps consumer packaged goods (CPG) companies warehouse and distribute goods throughout the U.S. KANE services include warehousing, transportation, packaging, crossdocking, and inventory management. KANE manages 8.5
million square feet of distribution center space in multiple
facilities covering all regions of the U.S.

LCI helps our customers lower inventory levels and cut costs
by providing an internet-based network that improves visibility and automates routine transactions. During the implementation process, our staff of expert consultants will help your
company move to a level of “best practice” across your
entire supply chain.

LCI Global Supply Chain management Solutions
Booth #1017
Bill Petersen
VP, Business Development
Erie, CO 80516
Ph: (361) 779-8195
petersen.bill@supply-track.com
www.supply-track.com

LeanLogistics
Booth #610
Ginger Stegmier
Marketing Director
1851 Waverly
Holland, MI 49423
Ph: (616) 738-6400
ginger.stegmier@leanlogistics.com
www.leanlogistics.com

Kiva Systems
Booth #702
Peter Blair
Director of Marketing
225 Wildwood Avenue
Woburn, MA 01801
Ph: (781) 305-5508
Fax: (781) 221-3077
pblair@kivasystems.com
www.kivasystems.com
Kiva Systems delivers more – more accuracy, more productivity and unparalleled flexibility for distribution and fulfillment
centers. Kiva’s warehouse automation technology simplifies
operations and reduces cost, while increasing strategic flexibility. The Kiva Order Fulfillment System enables fast cycle
times with reduced labor requirements by using autonomous
mobile robots, movable shelving and control software to revolutionize pick, pack and ship operations.
KMi Learning Solutions
Booth #1012
Joel Copeland
COO
330 West Spring St., #110
Columbus, OH 43215
Ph: (614) 224-0664 ext 103
Fax: (614) 224-0665
jvcopeland@kmionline.com
www.kmionline.com

LeanLogistics develops solutions that are tailored to a client’s
specific needs to actualize their goals and to extract value.
Solutions are holistic and balanced and incorporate technology supported by services, both of which are profiled and
customized to clients’ specific needs.

LLamasoft
Booth #902
Toby Brzoznowski
Executive Vice President
201 South Main Street, 4th Floor
Ann Arbor, MI 48104
Ph: (734) 418-3119
Fax: (734) 418-3138
info@LLamasoft.com
www.LLamasoft.com
LLamasoft software and expertise helps global organizations
design and improve supply chain operations. Supply Chain
Guru®, is market leading, strategic planning software,
enabling companies to model, optimize, and simulate supply
chain operations leading to cost reductions in transportation,
inventory, sourcing, and production. LLamasoft consulting
and project integration services are available.

KMi provides elearning products and services for companies
of all sizes with an emphasis on supply chain topics. We
develop client-specific elearning courses for warehousing
and distribution companies and we are an official reseller
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Logility, Inc.
Booth #0730
Karin Bursa
Vice President, Marketing
470 East Paces Ferry Rd. NE Atlanta, GA 30305
Ph: (800) 762-5207
Fax: (404) 264-5206
kbursa@logility.com
www.logility.com

McLeod Software
Booth #1006
Mike Voelk
Vice President, McLeod iLENS Sales
P.O. Box 43200
Birmingham, AL 35243
Ph: 877-3MCLEOD
Mike.Voelk@McLeodSoftware.com
McLeod Software is a leading provider of dispatch, accounting, operations, EDI, freight management, brokerage and
document management software systems for trucking, 3PLs
and shippers. Its McLeod iLENS product line provides hosted
freight procurement, load execution and spot market offerings that routinely delivers ROI’s measured in days with virtually no risk. Please visit us at www.McLeodSoftware.com.

Logility is a leading provider of collaborative, best-of-breed
supply chain solutions that help companies realize substantial bottom-line results in record time. Logility Voyager
Solutions provide supply chain visibility; demand, inventory
and replenishment planning; supply and inventory optimization; manufacturing planning and scheduling; transportation
planning and management; and warehouse management.

MercuryGate International Inc.
Booth #604
Peter Yost
Director, Business Development
1654 Old Apex Road
Cary, NC 27513
Ph: (404) 964-9853
Fax: (919) 573-0376
pyost@mercurygate.com
www.mercurygate.com

Management Dynamics, Inc.
Booth #1021
Al Cooke
VP, Sales
One Meadowlands Plaza
East Rutherford, NJ 07073
Ph: (201) 935-8588
Fax:(201) 935-5187
AlCooke@ManagementDynamics.com
www.ManagementDynamics.com

MercuryGate delivers solutions that allow shippers, freight
brokers and third party logistics providers to plan their transportation, execute freight movements, and analyze KPIs.
Customers optimize loads, rate and route loads, spot quote
through both private and public bid boards, tender freight,
track movements, audit carrier freight invoices, and send customer invoices.

Management Dynamics provides Global Trade Management
(GTM) solutions for importers, exporters and logistics service
providers. Our solutions automate import and export
processes, provide order and shipment visibility, calculate
tariffs, duties and taxes, ensure regulatory compliance and
simplify the financing, sourcing and transporting of goods
across international borders.

Michigan State University, Broad Graduate
School of Management
Booth #1009
Nancy Taylor
Director, Master of Science in Supply Chain Management
N 370 Business College Complex
East Lansing, MI 48824
Ph: (517) 432-6458
Fax: (517) 432-1112
taylor@bus.msu.edu
http://broad.msu.edu/supplychain/msscm

Manhattan Associates, Inc.
Booth #732
Shawn Renfroe
Marketing Programs Specialist
2300 Windy Ridge Pkwy., 10th Floor
Atlanta, GA 30339
Ph: (678) 597-7041
Fax: (678) 597-7005
srenfroe@manh.com
www.manh.com
Manhattan Associates continues to deliver on its 20-year heritage of providing global supply chain excellence to more
than 1,200 customers worldwide that consider supply chain
optimization core to their strategic market leadership. The
Company's supply chain innovations include: Manhattan
SCOPE®, Manhattan SCALE™, and Manhattan Carrier™.

MSU leads the discipline with unparalleled research and
teaching programs, offering the balanced perspective of
logistics, operations, procurement needed to design and execute a global SCM strategy. Taught by leading-edge
researchers and practitioners and structured with in-residency
and on-line classes for students to continue their career while
earning a degree.
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ModusLink Global Solutions
Booth #807
Kristen Diamond
Marketing
1100 Winter Street
Waltham, MA 02451
Ph: (781) 663-5000
info@moduslink.com
www.moduslink.com

NTE, LLC
Booth #1036
Lauren Trank
Business Development Manager
Ph: (503) 639-4743
ltrank@nte.com
www.nte.com
The NTE On-Demand Platform provides full end-to-end management of supply chain processes. From B2B
Collaboration (Trading Partner Connectivity, Translation,
Integration), Order Management, Warehouse Management,
and Transportation Management. The NTE Solutions are
built on the NTE Platform, which utilizes best-of-breed technology to deliver an on-demand supply chain solution providing
security, stability, scalability and connectivity, without investing in additional hardware or software.

ModusLink designs and executes value chain strategies for
the world’s leading technology and consumer goods companies. Our supply chain, aftermarket, e-Business and entitlement management solutions are delivered through more than
25 solution centers in 14 countries, enabling clients to react
quickly to shifting market dynamics impacting value chain
performance.
MP Objects
Booth #1038
Paul van Dongen
President
845 Third Ave, 6th Floor
New York, NY 10022
Ph: (646) 520-0841
Fax: (646) 290-5001
paul.vandongen@mp-objects.com
www.mp-objects.com

Nulogy Corporation
Booth #1005
Jason Tham
CEO
183 Bathurst Street, Suite 400
Toronto, Ontario M5T 2R7
Canada
Ph: (416) 204-0367
Fax: (416) 913-3411
jasont@nulogy.com
www.nulogy.com

MP Objects is a leading European software vendor for global supply chain execution. The MPO Supply Chain Suite
offers unique functions for shipment planning, order consolidation, carrier selection, transport booking, order visibility,
event management, invoice management and performance
reporting. The software runs in critical supply chains for hundreds of shippers, logistics service providers and carriers.

Nulogy is an award-winning provider of specialized solutions for complex supply-chain challenges. Nulogy’s
Enterprise Performance Management (EPM) solution,
PackManager, enables real-time management of inventory,
production, planning, and quoting to reduce costs, increase
speed, and improve quality in multi-tier supply chains used to
meet the increasing market demand for customized products.

NRW Invest (North America), LLC
Booth #1025
Daniel Faulkner
Project Manager
150 N. Michigan Avenue, Suite 2940
Chicago, IL 60601
Ph: (312) 629-7500
Fax: (312) 629-7501
dfaulkner@nrwinvestllc.com
www.nrwinvest.com

OnTrac
Booth #602
Mark Magill
Director of Business Development
3401 E. Harbour Dr.
Phoenix, AZ 85034
Ph: (800) 334-5000
Fax: (602) 333-4417
mmagill@ontrac.com (Please copy to jsoltero@ontrac.com)
www.ontrac.com

NRW Invest is the economic development agency of the
German State of North Rhine – Westphalia. NRW Invest
(North America) LLC, a wholly-owned subsidiary of NRW
Invest GmbH, informs companies in North America about
the business location of North Rine-Westphalia, its environment and its investment climate.

OnTrac is the regional leader in overnight package delivery.
We deliver overnight to California, Arizona, Nevada,
Oregon, Washington and Utah with a delivery coverage
area of over 50 million people. We offer highly competitive
rates at 40% off national delivery companies. For more
information, call 800.334.5000 or visit ontrac.com.
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Oracle
Booth #901
John Murphy
Sr. Director, Logistics and Transportation
500 Oracle Parkway
Redwood Shores, CA 94065
Ph: (609) 636-1329
john.x.murphy@oracle.com
www.oracle.com

Paragon Software Systems, Inc.
Booth #601
Jim Endres, Sales Manager
14001 N Dallas Parkway, Suite 1200
Dallas, TX 75240
Ph: (972) 934-6755
Fax: (800) 882-7674
sales@paragonrouting.com
http://us.paragonrouting.com

Oracle (NASDAQ: ORCL) is the world’s most complete,
open, and integrated business software and hardware systems company.

Paragon Software Systems develops, implements and supports advanced optimization solutions for routing, scheduling, resource management and transportation execution.
Paragon software has been proven to cut transportation
costs, improve productivity, reduce empty running, cut carbon emissions and raise customer service levels. Customers
include Martin-Brower, McLane, Airgas, Toyota, CEVA, Exel
and Honda.

Packsize LLC
Booth #0703
Sascha Tietje
Area Manager
4505 Wasatch Blvd., Salt Lake City, UT 84124
Ph: (801) 944-4814
Fax: (801) 944-4815
sascha.tietje@packsize.com or
cari.brinkerhoff@packsize.com
www.packsize.com
Right-sized Packaging on Demand®—Packsize enables end
users to make their own corrugated packaging in their own
facility, at the right time, in the right quantity and with the
right design on demand.
Panther Expedited Services, Inc.
Booth #651
Tom Rodak
Director – Marketing and Communications
4940 Panther Parkway
Seville, OH 44273
Ph: (800) 685-0657 x3031
Fax: (330) 723-0649
trodak@pantherexpedite.com
www.pantherexpedite.com
Panther Expedited Services, Inc. is the industry’s largest independent provider of premium logistics services, specializing
in time-sensitive, high-value freight requiring special handling, high security or temperature control. Our technology
and global network have resulted in millions of dollars in
cost savings; industry-leading, on-time performance levels;
and unsurpassed customer satisfaction. Panther delivers: On
time. On target. No exceptions.
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Penn State Center for Supply Chain Research
Booth #1033
Dr. William (Skip) Grenoble
Executive Director, Center for Supply Chain Research
Smeal College of Business
The Pennsylvania State University
488 Business Building
University Park, PA 16802
Ph: (814) 865-0585
Fax: (814) 865-5538
wlg2@psu.edu
www.smeal.psu.edu/cscr

RedPrairie
Booth #903
Jeff Constable
Director of Sales Services
20700 Swenson Drive
Waukesha, WI 53186
Ph: (877) 733-7724
Info@RedPrairie.com
www.RedPrairie.com
RedPrairie delivers productivity solutions to help companies in
three categories – workforce, inventory and transportation.
RedPrairie provides these solutions to manufacturers, distributors and retailers looking to support business strategies that
increase revenue, reduce costs and create competitive advantage. We understand today’s operational demands and we’re
committed to delivering solutions for the real world.

The Smeal College of Business at Penn State is considered
the foremost institution and pioneer in supply chain education and research. The Center for Supply Chain Research, in
partnership with Penn State Executive Programs and Supply
Chain and Information Systems academic department, offer
comprehensive classroom and online executive education
programs.

Rite-Hite
Booth #716
Walt Swietlik
Director, Customer Relations & Sales Support
8900 N. Arbon Drive
Milwaukee, WI 53223
Ph: (800) 456-0600
Fax: (414) 355-9248
info@ritehite.com
www.ritehite.com

Portec
Booth #705
Joe Forte, Director of Sales
One Forge Road
Canon City, CO 81212
Ph: (719) 275-7471
joe.forte@portec.com
www.portec.com

Rite-Hite product innovations are designed for maximum safety, productivity and energy savings at the loading dock and
throughout your facility. Product development includes light
communication systems, vehicle restraints, safety barriers, high
speed doors for interior/exterior and cold storage/freezer
applications, HV/LS ceiling fans as well as dock levelers, seals
and shelters.

Portec is a global manufacturer of Power Belt Curves, Spiral
Lifts®, Spiral Chutes, Merges, Power Faced Diverters and
other Specialty Conveyors. Portec’s custom material handling
equipment has been incorporated into airport baggage handling systems, mail and parcel handling, manufacturing,
retail distribution, food processing facilities, cement plants
and other applications around the world.

RMI
Booth #1043
Andy Uhlenberg
Business Development
1819 Peachtree Road, Suite #303
Atlanta, GA 30309
Ph: (404) 443-4626
Fax: (404) 352-8814
sales@rmiondemand.com
www.rmiondemand.com

The Raymond Corporation
Booth #712
Charlotte O’Dea
Marketing Specialist
20 South Canal Street
Greene, NY 13778
Ph: (607) 656-2468
Fax: (607) 656-9005
charlotte.o’dea@raymondcorp.com
www.raymond.com

RMI, Atlanta, GA, a Carlyle Group Company, is the leading
provider of SCM software for carriers, shippers and LSP’s.
RMI’s, order, transportation and warehouse management solutions are used to manage rail carrier operations / maintenance, intermodal terminals, shipper inventory and global
end-to-end multi-modal transportation.

For nearly 90 years, The Raymond Corporation has been a
leading North American provider of material handling solutions that improve space utilization and productivity, with
lower cost of operation and greater operator acceptance.
Raymond generates the right solutions and right support to
help meet the specific needs our customers.
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Rush Tracking Systems
Booth #713
Paige O’Brien
Director, Marketing
8527 BlueJacket
Lenexa, KS 66215
Ph: (913) 227-0922 x158
paige.obrien@rushtrackingsystems.com
www.rushtrackingsystems.com

SimFlex Group
Booth #1040
Prabhakar Thanikasalam
Project Manager
5950 Nancy Ridge Dr, Suite #500
San Diego, CA 92121
Ph: (734)330-6603
Prabhakar.Thanikasalam@flextronics.com
www.simflexgroup.com

Rush Tracking Systems provides world-class products and
business process consulting services for organizations looking to maximize the business value and performance of
investments in supply chain tracking technologies. The company has proven expertise in industrial manufacturing, pulp
and paper, automotive, consumer packaged goods, and
petrochemical industries.

SimFlex is a unique and powerful optimization and simulation software suite which enables companies to design, test
and rapidly implement robust and efficient value chain solutions. The SimFlex Group is an independent business unit of
Flextronics, offering value chain planning expertise through
software and services across multiple industries.
SMC3
Booth #302
Melissa York
Dev. Manager of Industry & Educational Services
500 Westpark Drive
Peachtree City, GA 30269
Ph: (770) 486-5800
Fax: (770) 486-5963
myork@smc3.com
www.smc3.com

Schneider Logistics, Inc.
Booth #709
Dan Flaherty
Director, Commercial Operations & Director, Human Resources
250 Grange Road
Port Wentworth, GA 31402
Ph: (912) 965-2038
Fax: (912) 965-2039
flahertyd@schneider.com
www.schneider.com/logistics

SMC? is the foremost provider of data, technology and education to the freight transportation community. Known for its
CzarLite®, Bid$ense® and RateWare® solutions, the company serves over 5,000 customers throughout North
America. SMC?'s customer base includes shippers, carriers
and LSP’s. SMC? also partners with transportation software
developers for complete interoperability.

Schneider Logistics is a third party logistics provider, offering
freight forwarding, Customhouse brokerage, warehousing,
transloading and distribution, and port drayage services to
supply chains of all sizes. With a single point of contact,
Schneider Logistics manages all points of the supply chain
eliminating the headaches and hassles of international moves.
Seegrid Corporation
Booth #714
Brad Wyland, Director, Product Strategy
216 RIDC Park West Drive
Pittsburgh, PA 15275
Ph: (877) SEEGRID
Fax: (412) 621-3059
sales@seegrid.com
www.seegrid.com

St. Louis Regional Chamber &
Growth Association (St. Louis RCGA)
Booth #1031
Louis Copilevitz
Director- Business Recruitment
One Metropolitan Square, Suite 1300
St. Louis, MO 63102
Ph: (314) 444-1139 (Direct), (314) 422-7109 (Mobile)
Fax: 314-206-3244
lcopilevitz@stlrcga.org
www.gotostlouis.org

Seegrid (www.seegrid.com), the leader in Industrial Mobile
Robots (IMRs), brings a new class of affordable industrial
technology to material handling. Operated and maintained
by your current team in your existing facility; Seegrid robots
work at 1/10th the cost of manned tow tractors and forklifts.
Seegrid’s goals are providing you with flexibility and
improved productivity to lower your operating costs.

The St. Louis Regional Chamber & Growth Association
(RCGA) is the chamber of commerce and economic development organization for Greater St. Louis, which includes 16
counties in Missouri and Illinois. RCGA markets St. Louis
nationally and internationally to attract targeted industries to
the area. If further spurs economic development by aiding
the expansion and startup of companies in the region.
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Sterling Commerce
Booth #103
Richard Douglass
Director, Industry Marketing
4600 Lakehurst Court
Dublin, OH 43016
Ph: (614) 793-7000
Fax: (614) 793-7070
richard_douglass@stercomm.com
www.sterlingcommerce.com

Synergy North America Inc.
(Snapfulfil is our brand name)
Booth #1011
Jim Uchneat
VP North America Operations
174 East Bay Street, Suite 300A
Charleston, SC 29401
Ph: (843) 883-7401
Jim.Uchneat@Snapfulfil.com
www.Snapfulfil.com

Sterling Commerce, an AT&T Inc. (NYSE:T) company, helps
companies optimize and transform their Business
Collaboration Network to accelerate revenues and reduce
costs. Sterling Commerce provides more than 18,000 customers worldwide applications and integration solutions to
connect, communicate and collaborate inside and outside
their enterprise. More information can be found at www.sterlingcommerce.com.

Snapfulfil is the leading WMS solution specifically
engineered for SaaS deployment that provides Tier-One
functionality. While new to the US market Snapfulfil is
based on 30 years of WMS experience in the UK.
Snapfulfil has a well established and referenceable
customer base.
Syracuse University –
Whitman School of Management
Booth #1015
Patrick Penfield
Assistant Professor of Supply Chain
721 University Avenue
Syracuse, New York 13244
Ph: (315) 443-3428
Fax: (315) 442-1449
Pcpenfie@syr.edu
www.whitman.syr.edu/Executive/SupplyChain/index.asp

Supply Chain Consulting Search
Booth #1008
John Cressey
Executive Recruiter
1236 Louden Street
Cincinnati, Ohio 45202
Ph: (513) 703-1854
john@supplychainconsultingsearch.com
www.supplychainconsultingsearch.com
We are a nationally retained executive search firm which
provides corporations and consulting firms with candidates
for full-time employment. We specialize in placing the following experienced professionals:

Take any five classes online and receive a non-credit bearing
Supply Chain Executive Management Certificate from
Syracuse University. We can provide on-site training for all
APICS (CPIM, CIRM & CSCP classes) ISM & PMP certification classes. Our team can also design supply chain classes
to meet your needs.

Consultants (WMS, Optimization,
Warehouse Engineering, LMS, TMS)
Logistics & Industrial Engineers
Conveyor Systems Engineers
Sales Professionals
Project Managers

Systems Logic Warehouse Management Solution
Booth #102
Anthony Allwood
President & CEO
7-340 Henry Street
Brantford, ON N3S 7V9
Canada
Ph: (866) 967-7226
Fax: (519) 758-0598
sales@systemslogic.ca
www.WarehouseinaBox.net
Systems Logic delivers innovative and turnkey warehouse
management solutions to 3PL, distribution and manufacturing
industries. Our 100% real-time mobile solution, Wireless
Warehouse in a Box, helps our clients to delivers results of
inventory accuracy in excess of 99.993%, 100% shipping
accuracy, and 100% inventory visibility in the palm of their
hands.
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ToolsGroup
Booth #402
Jeff Bodenstab
VP of Marketing
11 Beacon Street, Suite 1300
Boston, MA 02108
Ph: (617) 263-0080 x209
Fax: (617) 263-0450
jbodenstab@toolsgroup.com
www.toolsgroup.com

Tranzact Technologies
Booth #1002
David Durtsche, Senior Partner
360 W. Butterfield Road, Suite 400
Elmhurst, IL 60126
Ph: (630) 235-7948
dad@tranzact.com
www.transact-tech.com
TransAct’s market-specific transaction printers are the industry-standard when it comes to printers. Their singular focus
on addressing the distinct needs of each individual market
from gaming and lottery, to banking and point-of-sale (POS)
has earned them the reputation as printer-of-choice for challenging, demanding environments.

ToolsGroup helps companies achieve outstanding customerservice levels (up to 99+%) with less global inventory.
ToolsGroup’s demand-driven inventory optimization and supply chain planning (SCP) solutions rapidly right-size inventory
levels, improve forecast accuracy and achieve unprecedented product availability. ToolsGroup solutions are fully compatible with nearly all ERP suites including SAP and
Microsoft Dynamics.

University of Michigan, Ross School of Business
Booth #1032
Eric Olson
Program Manager, Master of Supply Chain Management
Program (MSCM)
701 Tappan Street, E2607
Ann Arbor, MI 48109
Ph: (734) 647-1396
Fax: (734) 763-5796
rossmscm@umich.edu
www.bus.umich.edu/MSCM

topVOX Corporation
Booth #1003
Marceline Absil
VP Sales & Marketing
600 Hart Road, Suite 260
Barrington, IL 60010
Ph: (847) 842-0900
Fax: (847) 842-0910
mabsil@top-vox.com
www.top-vox.com

The University of Michigan’s Ross School of Business offers
an intensive 1-year Master’s degree in Supply Chain
Management (MSCM). The MSCM program emphasizes
action-based learning throughout our comprehensive SCM
curriculum, business boot camp, leadership training modules,
and engagements with industry. Students participate in highlevel, team-based internships which produce substantive
results and early recruiting opportunities with top firms
around the globe.

top-VOX is the manufacturer of an innovative voice system
that integrates seamlessly with standard technology and
makes use of a reliable speaker independent recognition
system.
Transplace
Booth #609
Kecia Gray
Director, Corporate Communications
3010 Gaylord Parkway, Suite 200
Frisco, TX 75034
Ph: (972) 731-4793
kecia.gray@transplace.com
www.transplace.com

University of San Diego
Booth #1019
Karen Kukta
Senior Program Coordinator
5998 Alcala Park
San Diego, CA 92110
Ph: (619) 260-7903
Fax : (619) 260-7611
msscm@sandiego.edu
www.sandiego.edu/msscm

Transplace is The 3PL & Technology Company providing
comprehensive, executable logistics technology solutions with
the goal of growing its customers’ businesses by optimizing
the supply chain, enhancing customer service and reducing
total logistics cost. Our customers are prepared to Go the
Distance by receiving the best in logistics services and technology.

The ISM Approved Master of Science in Supply Chain
Management is a highly personalized, relevant and rigorous
learning experience for working professionals. The program
is delivered via online and on-campus learning. Graduates
develop competencies enabling them to initiate change,
drive improvements across supply chain networks and deliver real, bottom-line benefits to sponsoring organizations.
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UPS Logistics Technologies
Booth #605
Cyndi Brandt
Director of Marketing
849 Fairmount Avenue, Suite 400
Baltimore, MD 21286
Ph: (410) 847-1900
Fax: (410) 847-6246
roadnet@ups.com

Voxware
Booth #1041
Patrick Downey
Manager, Sales Operations
300 American Metro Boulevard, Suite 155
Hamilton, NJ 08619
Ph: (877) 483-7239
Fax: (609) 514-4101
pdowney@voxware.com
www.voxware.com

UPS Logistics Technologies is a business unit of UPS providing transportation and logistics solutions that help distribution
and service companies reduce costs and increase efficiency.
Founded in 1983 as RoadNet Systems Corporation, UPS
Logistics Technologies has focused on developing a suite of
transportation management applications that provide optimized street-level route plans, real-time wireless dispatch and
GPS, and strategic territory planning.

Voxware provides configurable voice software products that
reduce operating cost, primarily by optimizing order fulfillment processes in warehouses for greater accuracy, productivity and flexibility. We deliver the industry's only software
product that combines voice applications, voice toolset, and
an adaptive voice framework - making voice easier to implement and change.

U.S. Bank
Booth #715
Kelley Boyer
Assistant Vice President, Marketing
EP-MN-L28C
200 South Sixth Street
Minneapolis, MN 55402
Ph: (612) 973-0771
Fax: (612) 973-3795
kelley.boyer@usbank.com

WITRON Integrated Logistics
Booth #706
Sean O’Farrell
Business Development Manager
3721 Ventura Drive
Arlington Heights, IL 60010
Ph: (847) 385-6000
Fax: (847) 398-6140
sofarrell@witron.com
www.witron.com

U.S. Bank Freight Payment (formerly PowerTrack®), the
world’s leading freight payment solution, offers comprehensive invoice processing and payment in a global B2B payment network. Integrated supply chain finance allows carriers to get paid sooner, while shippers pay later. On-line,
real-time, collaborative exception resolution and 100% prepay audits reduce cost and waste, ensure accuracy, and provide unmatched visibility and control.

WITRON Integrated Logistics is one of the leading designers
and implementers of automated logistics system solutions in
Europe and North America. Numerous industry market
leaders rely on WITRON’s experience and competence over
the last 39 years covering more than 2,000 specific logistics
projects in a variety of industrial sectors.
Yaskawa America, Inc., Motoman Robotics Division
Booth #701
Roger D. Christian
Vice President, Marketing
805 Liberty Lane
West Carrollton, OH 45449
Ph: (937) 847-3262
Fax: (937) 847-3388
roger.christian@motoman.com
www.motoman.com

Vocollect, Inc.
Booth #708
703 Rodi Road
Pittsburgh, PA 15235
Ph: (412) 349-2515
info@vocollect.com
www.vocollect.com
Vocollect is the number one provider of voice solutions for
mobile workers worldwide, helping customers achieve a
higher level of business performance through voice. Vocollect
VoiceWorld Suite integrates with all major WMS and ERP
systems, including SAP, and supports the industry’s leading
mobile computing devices.

With more than 200,000 robots installed worldwide,
Motoman Robotics has a proven track record of delivering
industry-leading quality, innovation and customer satisfaction
to help manufacturers achieve their robotic automation
goals. The highly reliable Motoman robots offer superior
performance and maximum flexibility in high-speed handling
applications to increase your productivity.
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Making The Trains Run On
Time, Always: Germany as
a Model of Global Logistics
By Peter Klaus

“Economic competitiveness is
relentlessly driving countries to
strengthen performance, and
improving trade logistics to deliver
more efficiencies, lower costs and
added economic growth.” This is
what World Bank Group President
Robert B. Zoellick asserted when
the results of the organization’s
second global “Logistics
Performance Index” study was
presented in Berlin earlier this
year.
The study, using a comprehensive set of indicators, ranks and
analyzes the logistics performance

of 155 countries. The Top 15
countries are shown in Exhibit I.
However, competition about efficiencies, cost, and growth often
does not play out at the country
level. Companies must make
informed, intelligent choices on
production, assembly, and distribution activities around the globe.
Finding the best locations for
each phase of modern industrial
processes and connecting those
efficiently may be the most important precondition for growth and
sustained business success today.
This is the common message, not

Exhibit I: The “Top 15” countries from the World Bank
Logistics Performance study of 2010
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only of the World Bank, but also
several other recent studies.
The international Miebach
Consulting Group found that intelligent integration of production
and logistics may yield savings of
up to 10 percent for average
industrial companies that leverage
advanced logistics expertise and
capabilities. The group’s “Success
Factor integrated Production and
Logistics” report is drawn from the
thoughts and opinions of 300
European industry experts.
If the recent “Global
Competitiveness Report 20092010” by the World Economic
Forum, which ranks the overall
economic competitiveness of
nations, is related to the World
Bank’s Logistics Performance
Index, the connection between the
two factors — economic competitiveness and logistical capabilities
— is once again corroborated:
The Top 15 competitors and the
Top 15 leaders in logistics performance coincide to a very high
degree, as shown in Exhibit II.
Last but not least, a recent study
by Ernst & Young on the relative
attractiveness of countries for international investments showed for
the case of Germany how the
assessment of transport and logistics infrastructure influences the
attractiveness of a location: Based
on interviews with more than 800
international business executives
in 2009, Western Europe with 40
percent of all nominations and
Central- and Eastern Europe with
39 percent, were voted “most
attractive investment regions,”
ahead of China (33 percent) and
North America (25 percent). At
the country level, Germany
received the highest marks among
the Western European nations due
to its “infrastructures transport and

Exhibit II: A high degree of correspondence between the overall
competitiveness and logistics performance of nations

macroeconomic framework conditions:
• reliability and transparency of
the legal and tax systems
• absence of corruption
The abilities and competences provided at the level of everyday
logistical operations:

logistics” and “telecommunications” being rated “very attractive” by about half of the respondents to the survey.
The implications for decision
makers seem clear:
1. Economic success in today’s
global economy is no longer just
a question of finding and leveraging the lowest cost labor and
materials. It is about the intelligence of positioning and linking
supply, production, distribution,
sales and service locations
through superior logistics performance. Nations, companies and
product-specific supply networks
need to make the analysis of their
locations a top priority.
2. There are countries where the
conditions and capabilities for
excellent logistical operations and
connections are very well developed, such as those leading the

rankings shown in Exhibits I and
II. Identifying and concentrating
on those sites that provide the
best fit for a company’s strategy is
key to sustained success.
3. In-depth analysis of the studies’
findings can guide both the
national policies of countries to
improve their competitive and
logistical performance, as well as
support individual companies in
choosing the “best” logistics locations for their needs and goals.
As the analysis of Germany
shows, the most important criteria
for good location decisions are:
1. The quality of transport and
logistics infrastructures:
• road and rail network
• port, airport and terminal
• information and technology competences
Stable legal, political and
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• ease of arranging competitively
priced shipments
• range, quality and competence
of logistics services
• ability to track and trace consignments
• frequency of shipping schedules
• efficiency of border-clearing
processes
In ranking logistic landscapes
worldwide, the studies provide a
clear and, to some, surprising
result: Germany is leading the
way. With over 200 billion euros
in annual revenue, Germany is by
far the largest logistics market in
Europe and a global leader in
logistics innovation and technology. The world’s 4th-largest economy, Germany is also the world’s
2nd-largest exporting nation and
importer of goods.
Situated in the center of the
European continent, Germany
boasts world-class infrastructure
positioned to link global supply
chains with superior logistics services to access the EU’s 500 million consumers efficiently.
As economic competition continues its relentless drive to strengthen performance, lower costs and
deliver even greater efficiencies
and added value, Germany will
continue to be a logistics giant
among international players, and
an optimal choice for European
distribution centers and sustained
future business success.
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The Mobile Supply Chain
of the Future
By Pol Sweeney, Airclic CTO

Mobile Software’s Beginnings
Over the course of the past
decade, we have seen a steady
and rapid evolution of technology within the supply chain.

Software for the supply chain
was originally used to automate
simple supply chain transactions,
managing supplier relationships
and facilitating business process-

es. Businesses who began adopting these solutions quickly realized the impact that automation
of business transactions and visibility into their operations delivered. This visibility allowed organizations to make significant efficiency and productivity improvements. It was very obvious that
the more data that was visible
within a supply chain network,
the better that business performed. This revealed a large

opportunity for supply chain managers to see areas within their
operations where dollars were
being lost and productivity was
suffering – and make necessary
adjustments to improve business
performance.
During this time the majority of
supply chain management software providers used a “toolkit”
of solutions to build custom solutions for customers. Whether it
was the solution for processing,
purchase order processing, inventory management, warehouse or
supplier management, software
providers would develop a
unique solution for that particular
business. Bringing real-time data
to the fingertips of workers in the
warehouse and opening the network of communication to the
managers in the back office
unlocked an entire world of
visibility.
The essence of the supply chain
is the network of communication
through each link in the “chain”.
In order to make the most
informed, intelligent decisions for
their business, managers craved
the ability to obtain information
in real time from each stage in
the process. While the cost savings and improved productivity
levels were staggering, the information being gathered was only
representative of the information
gathered within the four walls of
the organization. There needed
to be more visibility of the “who,
what, when and where” of the
workers in the field – the mobile
supply chain and the business
transactions that occurred there.
Additionally, the “toolkit”
approach to software implementations was proving to become
extremely time consuming and
expensive for both the software
providers and businesses leveraging the products. Software
providers were consumed with

meeting the demands and needs
of their customers – not developing new features and functionality for their solutions to address
the need of the mobile worker.
As a result, innovation suffered.
Businesses were thinking of new
ways to use the features and
functionality of their software,
but the features and functionality
was not evolving as quickly as
the business environment they
existed in.
The burden was placed on the
supply chain manager to choose
what applications were right for
their business. This was not a difficult task for the manager, but
many times they were left wondering, “how can I control and
get repeatable, dependable
accuracy in my mobile supply
chain, that is what generates the
business revenue, what additional data can I gather that I am
missing about my mobile transactions”. The data being gathered
in the field was expensive to collect and often unreliable, dealing
with the errors introduced by
inaccurate data capture
increased the cost of the existing
ERP software. This drop off in
accuracy due to poor communication made it difficult for decision makers to draw conclusions
and improve their business performance from the data being
reported from their mobile
workforce.
Supply chain software originally only provided data for transactions within the first 95 percent of
the supply chain, leaving zero
visibility or data on the last 5
percent, or what we call the “last
mile” (or “first mile”), of the
process. We use this phrase to
refer to last leg of the process,
the delivery or distribution or the
product to the end-customer. The
last mile is arguably the most crucial in the chain and being able
to capture data verifying the busi55

ness transaction had been completed is vital to customer satisfaction, timely invoice reconciliation and remaining competitive.
The combination of several factors – including the limitations
around the custom, toolbox
approach, lack of innovation,
restrictions in communicating and
integrating with larger business
software and inability to see the
“last mile” -- has truly driven the
evolution of the mobile supply
chain to where we are today.

Software for the Mobile Supply
Chain in 2010
The “toolkit” approach has
proven to be no longer effective.
Businesses of all sizes and industries are demanding automation
of business transactions and realtime visibility into the processes
of their mobile supply chain, of
their suppliers and the who,
what, when and where of their
products, and they deserve it.
Today, operational efficiencies
are just as valuable to the bottom
line as new revenue streams and
a mobile supply chain solution
can unlock those dollars.
Businesses are demanding the
visibility and traceability they get
from companies like FedEx and
UPS for all aspects of their business – which only mobile supply
chain software can deliver.
The improvements in SaaS models, combined with the extensive
experience and expertise accumulated in the past decade, has
allowed the mobile supply chain
to step up its ability to drive
superior business performance.
The elimination of paper processes, visibility into the last mile,
development of innovative industry-specific applications,
smarter business decisions from
real-time data and integrate with
existing software systems, have
made mobile supply chain software a vital component of suc-

cess. The cost-savings, efficiencies, productivity and significant
competitive advantage that
mobile supply chain software
delivers is key to optimizing business performance.
Eliminating paper processes
has many more benefits than just
being able to call your business
“green” – to the tune of $7 - $9
per day per vehicle. Paper
processes are cumbersome and
prone to many errors. Masses of
paper accumulate for each delivery and invoice. With the mobile
supply chain software of today,
paper processes are eliminated –
regardless of industry or business
size. “Increased efficiencies” is
more subjective and it can
become difficult to measure the
ROI but eliminating paper has a
hard ROI and costs are easily
quantified. The elimination of
paper also streamlines invoice
reconciliation by automating the
entire billing cycle, resulting in
faster turnaround, increased cash
flow and significant competitive
advantage. The ability to settle
invoices in real-time is a direct
result of the new visibility that
mobile software brings to the last
mile of the supply chain.
Today’s mobile supply chain
software provides visibility and
traceability of the entire mobile
supply chain network – each distribution center, business and end
user. The data has not only
shown traceability from a large
perspective, it has also become
more granular. With visibility into
the last mile, supply chain managers can leverage technology
to solve business problems,
operate efficiently, cost-effectively
and raise their level of customer
service.

Mobile Supply Chain Software:
2010 and Beyond
The responsibility of innovating
mobile supply chain software
applications has been placed on
the providers again. The software
industry leaders have leveraged
their extensive expertise in
addressing the mobile supply
chain and logistics challenges in
organizations of all sizes and
industries to package vertical
specific products proven to
advance business performance.
Packaged SaaS products have
brought this technology to the
masses. With the open architecture and ability to run on any network or device, software for the
mobile supply chain has evolved
from “another tool” to being “the
tool” for all businesses across all
industries.
A trend that is coming to the
forefront for software in the
mobile supply chain is to address
the demand for greater visibility
and increased analytics and
reporting to ensure superior performance management.
Efficiencies, productivity, accountability and cost-savings have
been, and continue to be, the primary reasons for adopting a
mobile software solution. As businesses continue to use software
products in their mobile supply
chain and logistics operations,
the idea of advancing all aspects
of their business performance
increase– from customer retention, competitive advantage, and
automation to the overall standards of business operations.
Performance will continue to
drive the adoption of software
products in the mobile supply
chain for years to come.
Software will no longer just help
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business do their jobs faster - it
will also advance and automate
the ability to measure various
business performance metrics.
Customers will demand and
expect the superior level of service and accountability they
receive from businesses leveraging mobile supply chain software.
The performance metrics will
set standards for national enterprises with inconsistencies in productivity and efficiencies within
different business locations. If
one location is outperforming
another, decision makers will be
able to draw conclusions and
solve business problems quickly
and effectively – maximizing performance management.
Visibility into the last mile of the
supply chain will get more granular as businesses continue to
place a stress on business performance. Decision makers will
have visibility into not only which
truck the package is on, but also
which box it is in, the temperature of the environment it is being
transported in, and any other
characteristics of the product.
This level of detailed data will
significantly advance the performance of mobile supply chains
across all industries.
The possibilities for the amount
of data that can be obtained
from a solution for the mobile
supply chain are endless. The
past decade has proven that. As
the industry continues to mature
and devices become more sophisticated, the software providers
that deliver innovative, easy-touse products that work with any
device or carrier are the strategic
partners that will optimize business performance.
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Combating the Impact of
Product Counterfeiting:
Defining the Growing Risk to Supply Chain Cost and
Service Performance

John Spink, Ph.D., Omar Keith Helferich, Ph.D.,
and John E. Griggs Ph.D.

Introduction
Consumers and manufacturers are
vulnerable to counterfeiting, contamination, and adulteration in a variety
of supply chains, including food,
pharmaceuticals, manufacturing,
and technology. Counterfeits span
the full range of manufactured products—from knock-offs of luxury and
consumer goods (cosmetics, clothing, luggage, electronics, entertain-

ment and media) to more potentially
dangerous ingestible and manufactured goods (foods, beverages,
pharmaceuticals, medical devices,
mechanical and computer parts,
even automobiles).
According to many sources, counterfeiting accounts for an estimated
$600 billion in global trade and
wreaks dire global health and economic consequences on individuals

and corporations, alike. For example, the World Health Organization
estimates that over 30 percent of the
pharmaceuticals in developing countries are counterfeit, with often tragic
consequences for human health and
political and economic stability.
Product counterfeiting is much
more than simply a trademark or
patent infringement leading to the
loss of revenue; it can lead to major
brand damaging, product recalls
and dire public health risks. Product
counterfeiting is becoming an important and recognized component in
overall Enterprise Risk Management.
It is critical to understand the magnitude and scope of counterfeiting
risk in order to effectively and efficiently determine the level of appropriate financial and human
resources required to reduce the
risks. It is then necessary to assess
detection and deterrent countermeasures in order to define how the
countermeasures reduce the supply
chain vulnerability.
This article describes the commencement of a research effort that
leverages work designed to more
clearly define ways to prevent product counterfeiting and to mitigate the
impact of product counterfeiting
throughout the supply chain.

About Counterfeiting and
Adulteration
Product counterfeiting can be the
production of a knockoff or “replica” imitations of legitimate goods or
the adulteration of products through
the introduction of lower-quality or
dangerous additives. Product counterfeiting occurs in a wide range of
industry segments and products
including: food items; parts for vehicles; aircraft; machinery; consumer
electronics and jewelry; clothing;
pharmaceuticals; medical devices;
and, any other items that can provide a fraud opportunity for financial gain. In recent years counterfeit
adulterated toothpaste and counterfeit additives in pet food from China
posed serious potential health risks

in the U.S.
In early 2009, Michigan State
University merged a range of interdisciplinary initiatives to formally
create the Anti-Counterfeiting and
Product Protection Program (ACAPPP) to provide research, teaching, and outreach focus on strategies to combat counterfeiting. (1) A
key A-CAPPP program is the creation of a database of counterfeiting
incidents in order to spot trends and
teach consumers that counterfeiting
isn’t a victimless crime; counterfeit
products are usually inferior to the
originals. For example, counterfeit
power cords have started fires in
houses and destroyed computers.
Another key program, under a grant
from the National Center for Food
Protection and Defense (NCFPD)
and the Department of Homeland
Security (DHS) is to help define the
public health risks of food fraud.
Product adulteration, a form of
counterfeiting, can result in people
buying fake drugs which are ineffective for the intended purpose and
can cause greater illness and even
contribute to consumer fatality. In
Sub-Sahara Africa, counterfeit drugs
are attributed to nearly one-fifth of
all childhood malaria-related deaths
(2). Counterfeit toothpaste, of
Chinese origin, was found in US
retail outlets and was tainted with an
antifreeze solvent, diethylene glycol
(DEG), a primary contaminant that
initiated the first US Food laws in the
1930’s. Pet food, also of Chinese
origin, was found in US retail outlets
and contained the chemical
melamine leading to the deaths of
thousands of pets in the US.
Counterfeiters also undermine legitimate companies, putting jobs at
risk. Global counterfeiting is estimated to be 5-7 percent of world trade,
with a significant portion providing
monies to organized crime and, in a
roundabout way, terrorists. (3)
A-CAPPP is committed to an interdisciplinary approach to address
anti-counterfeit strategy by involving,
among others, the disciplines of
criminal justice, public health, pack-

aging, supply chain, procurement,
social anthropology, political science, engineering, consumer behavior, intellectual property rights law,
medicine and nursing.

Supply Chain… Understanding
Risk-on-Risk
When dealing with counterfeiting
in all of its forms, there are two related risk types that need to be identified and dealt with from a supply
chain perspective.
Business Model… Risk within and
across these domains, among others, is exasperated by the growing
replacement of an anticipatory business model by a responsive business
model.
Domains… Supply chain risks
related to counterfeiting and adulteration join those related to other risk
domains such as quality, safety, security, environment, defense, and
resiliency.
Bowersox et al states that the
responsive supply chain business
model is a customer-facing organization and operational strategy
focusing the highest priority on providing exacting and consistent customer service. Implementation will
be based on integrated cross-functional performance guided by leading-edge technology and a constant-

ly changing collaborative structure.
A shift from a Push model to a Pull
Business model is the framework for
a responsive supply chain. (4)
From a strategic perspective, there
is a need to understand the
increased risks to supply chains
resulting from implementation of a
responsive business model including, among others, these key factors: 1) Drive to achieve leaner operations through higher inventory
turns; 2) Greater globalization with
longer and higher cycle time variance; and, 3) Rationalization of the
supply base with fewer suppliers.
The “leaner,” the “more global,
and the “fewer” the number of suppliers, the higher will be the level of
risk to service and cost performance
across supply chain domains.
Supply chain member risks are also
impacted by increases in product
complexity, greater regulations, limited resource availability, and increases in security concerns.(5) To combine the above supply chain perspectives requires both an interdisciplinary approach and, frankly, the
funds and time to conduct the necessary research. Exhibit 1, Global
Supply Chain Risk Framework, illustrates the increase in risk associated
with the contemporary global supply
chain.

Exhibit 1. Global Supply Chain Risk Framework
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Interestingly, it was another
Michigan State University research
grant from NCFPD and DHS that will
assist in addressing counterfeiting in
the supply chain. This 2005-2009
research project focused on different
aspects of protecting the US food
supply chain from terrorist attacks. As
part of that research team authors
Helferich and Griggs helped to
define and evaluate existing food
supply chain security risks within and
external to the food industry.
Drs. Griggs and Helferich were
focused upon US-wide food-security
benchmarking research, the process
of standards development, rapid mitigation of supply chain incident damage, and the integration of environmental health agencies as an integral
part of the extended supply chain.
The outcome of the DHS NCFPD
research provided a supply chain
assessment/benchmarking tool and a
framework to enable the development of comprehensive supply chain
protection and defense security standards programs for use across any
food supply chain.
The results of the research have
been published in various articles but
the intent here is not to summarize
this extensive research herein. (6)
What is of particular relevance in
terms of addressing supply chain
risks and responses to product coun-

terfeiting and adulteration is the
research team’s ability to apply the
proven research approach used to
address supply chain risks and
responses to product security outcomes.
The basic elements of the current
research approach as applied to the
domain of counterfeiting and adulteration is as depicted in Exhibit 2,
Research Elements: Combating
Counterfeiting and Adulteration
Supply Chain Risk. A basic motivation for the authors’ stated research is
a recognition that companies need to
innovate and adapt faster than counterfeiters.
Advantages present today to
address product counterfeiting across
the supply chain that were not readily available for the food supply
chain security research include:
• Research supporting the premise
that a commitment to process
improvements, regardless of
domain focus, results in increased
revenue, reduced costs, and higher
levels of brand protection; thus
making it easier to secure management support.
• Availability of more cost-effective
tools to conduct assessments
and benchmarking; thus reducing
the cost of gathering needed
information.

Exhibit 2. Research Elements: Combating Counterfeiting and Adulteration
Supply Chain Risk

• An understanding that differences
in the approach to prevention and
mitigation strategy for accidental
vs. planned supply are fairly
insignificant; thus reducing the
overlap in processes, procedures,
compliance monitoring, etc...
• The existence of literally scores of
check lists, guide lines, and industry standards (both active and
under development); thus providing
a base of meaningful inputs for
assessments and benchmarking
research.
• A general acceptance of the facts
that: 1) HACCP will serve as a formal approach to defining underlying product counterfeiting risks
across the supply chain; 2) implementation of standards will follow
a plan-do-check-act process; and,
risk metrics will be used to allocate
corporate resources.
• An expanded understanding of
what was called “contraband,” to
now include a range of product
fraud that leads to economic and
public health risks. Many of the
risks are created, as noted above,
by the very processes and systems
we implement to improve supply
chain efficiency. And, an understanding that counterfeiting lies outside of our normal range of supply
chain experiences… counterfeiters
are clandestine, stealthy, and
actively seeking to avoid detection.

Reearch Approach
The research team addressing
product counterfeiting across the
supply chain includes long-time
research partners Drs. John Spink,
Omar Keith Helferich, and John E
Griggs.
He chairs the International
Standards Organization’s Technical
Committee of Fraud Controls and
Countermeasures (ISO TC 247) and
is on two US Pharmacopeia (USP)
Expert Panels regarding counterfeiting. His work at MSU includes the
development of the first graduate
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course to cover anti-counterfeit strategy in 2007. Additional background
information may be found at the
College of Business at
Dr. John E Griggs is the Managing
Partner of Supply Chain Sustainability
LLC. He, along with Supply Chain pioneer Dr. Donald J. Bowersox,
designed a supply chain compliance
monitoring process software application. While his career has been business-focused as a founder and CEO
of a number of software technology
firms, Dr. Griggs has a strong
research background, including participation in the 3-year DHS grant
focused on protecting the US food
supply chain from terrorist attacks.
Additional background information
may be found at www.supplychainsustainability.com.
The decision to formalize the collaborative research team was based both
upon a shared interest in supply chain
management and overlapping knowledge sets… domain knowledge in
counterfeiting, supply chain management, and the implementation of

large-scale software solutions.
The following presents a brief summary of the objectives of the collaborative research.
Awareness: PHelferich Drs. Spink
and Griggs have developed and presented on related topics of supply
chain sustainability and brand protection; the team will present Assessment
and Benchmarking:Provide Access to
Research ResultsSummary
This goal of a collaborative
research effort designed to more
clearly define ways to prevent product
counterfeiting and mitigating the
impact of product counterfeiting
throughout the supply chain is an
important undertaking. Based on previous work and current progress the
team is confident that the ongoing
research will provide the expected
outcomes.
End Notes:
1. Michigan State University AntiCounterfeiting and Product Protection
Program- WWW.A-CAPPP.edu. 2009.
2. Roy S. Fenoff and Jeremy M. Wilson,

“Africa’s Counterfeit Pharmaceutical
Epidemic - The Road Ahead”, The
Michigan State University A-CAPPP Paper
Series.
3. National Geographic, Illicit Trade- The
Dark Trade, 2008. 4. Donald J.
Bowersox and Nicholas J. Lahowchic,
Start Pulling Your Chain- Leading
Responsive Supply Chain Transformation,
2008.
5. Donald J. Bowersox, David J. Closs, and
M. Bixby Cooper, Supply Chain Logistics
Management, Third Edition, McGraw-Hill
Irwin, 2010.
6. John E. Griggs and O. Keith Helferich
(Supply Chain Sustainability) contracted
with Michigan State University to conduct
Dept of Homeland Security- National
Center for Food Protection and Defense
sponsored research on the global food
supply chain security. John E. Griggs,
O. Keith Helferich and Doug Voss conducted an All-Hazards Needs and
Challenges-Statistical Results assessment
for the National Environmental Health
Association. Reports available via www.supplychainsustainability.com,
2008.
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Projecting Brand Integrity
to Better the Consumer
Experience
By Marc Sherman
In a highly competitive global marketplace, brand reputation is everything. The integrity of a brand is a
precious commodity that can be compromised faster than ever in today’s
media-hyper culture. With technology-savvy consumers’ insatiable
appetite for devices, like smartphones, GPS units and DVRs, consumer electronics manufacturers and
service providers, in particular, face
a myriad of challenges with brand
preservation.

Information sharing sites such as
Facebook and Twitter have grown
exponentially in recent years and
present a formidable medium for
consumer feedback that can’t be
ignored. With more than 400 million users, Facebook is a dominant
force, but the micro-blogging site
Twitter is steadily gaining momentum with approximately 106 million.
It is indisputable that they combine
to offer a powerful communications
punch.

Now, word about a brand
and/or device can spread around
the world in a matter of hours. In
fact, according to a recent Harris
Interactive poll, 50 percent of the
coveted demographic of 18- to 34year olds consider online reviews
“most influential.” Hoping that a
less than stellar consumer interaction
will be relegated to an immediate
circle of family and friends is now a
pipe dream for manufacturers and
service providers. If a “plugged in”
consumer has a bad experience, he
or she can share that displeasure
with the world, potentially damaging a brand’s reputation.

The Reality
OEMs and service providers have
to trust any number of vendors and
partners to help preserve the
integrity of their brand. From outsourced manufacturing in East Asia
and call centers in India, to logistics
services in the U.S., products hit a
variety of touch points that can’t be
overlooked. Anywhere along the
line, something could go awry to
jeopardize the consumer experience. Beyond the manufacturing
process, the most influential of these
components is the supply chain.
After all, if a consumer can’t get
what he or she wants, nothing else
matters.
To alleviate fixed costs and
streamline processes, forward-thinking manufacturers are increasingly
relying on third-party logistics (3PL)
partners to manage this aspect of
their brand. However, not all 3PLs
think and operate the same way.
With the complex supply chain and
often impatient consumers awaiting
their orders, consumer electronics
companies need to think beyond
basic pick, pack and ship functions
from their logistics provider. In
order to protect a brand’s integrity,
and garner consumer loyalty,
OEMs need a sophisticated partner
that can manage the entire lifecycle
of a product offering, down to the
individual device and component.

Serialization
It is critical to understand as many
details as possible about a consumer
device, or component, from the day it
is made, to the end of its life. This is
the case for the primary unit, as well
as components or peripheral devices
that require linkage of multiple serials,
or unique data elements for service
activations such as SIM cards for
smartphones, laptop computers, GPS
devices, and Media Access Control
(MAC) address numbers for set top
boxes, DVRs, etc. A manufacturer
must document every stage of existence of a device, or part, to create a
positive consumer experience. To
accomplish this, serialization has
become common practice for OEMs,
and 3PLs have gained significant
ground in recent years.
To be successful, OEMs and service providers should consider aligning with a 3PL partner that possesses
serialized capabilities to ensure
seamless visibility throughout the
entire lifecycle of devices and components. This will provide OEMs and
service providers complete visibility
from the manufacturing to retail environment. By assigning individual
numbers to devices and components,
it is possible to monitor their progress
throughout the supply chain until they
are in the hands of consumers, and
in some cases, back again.
While a majority of emphasis is
placed on forward logistics to facilitate the initial sale, when warranties
are involved with consumer electronics, reverse logistics for the returns
process should be a top priority. This
is a prime area where serial numbers drive the consumer experience
and ultimately, the integrity of the
brand. Serial numbers benefit the
consumers on myriad levels, but
when returns are involved, the
advantages truly come into play.

Warranty returns
When managing returns, serialization links a specific unit with an individual consumer, so their device can

be repaired and returned to them,
or credited accordingly. 3PLs can
evaluate the device to determine if
it falls within warranty parameters
and manage the entire process
directly at the point of return in a
fraction of the time it would take a
manufacturer or service provider.
OEMs can then avoid committing
internal resources to this interaction,
while still being considered a
responsive, consumer-focused
company.
Another significant benefit of
managing devices at the serial
level is the ability to determine if
a specific unit has been returned
multiple times over a specified time,
as well as the enforcement of business rules at the point of receipt.
This allows “Multiple Returned
Units” that are under warranty to
be identified and in response,
surgically removed from the supply
chain. This detailed information can
then be shared with service
providers who can seek compensation from the device’s manufacturer
for “problem units.”

Protecting Consumer
Information
When devices such as smartphones
are returned under warranty for refurbishment, it is important to document
and prove that private information
such as e-mails, photos and other personal data has been properly
removed. By maintaining and tracking serial numbers, it is easy to verify
that this personal information has
been managed responsibly.

Recall Management
In the unfortunate event that a
device is recalled, serialization can
mitigate a painful outcome. For
instance, if a defect is found in only
a small number of units, those individual devices can be recalled, as
opposed to the entire product line.
This will also allow outreach to
effected consumers to nip potentially
larger problems in the bud.
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The 3PL Advantage
Technology including Warehouse
Management Systems (WMS) is
incredibly expensive and requires a
lengthy integration process.
However, these systems are vital for
controlling serialized devices. By
working with a 3PL with serialized
capabilities, OEMs and service
providers can leverage these services on a variable basis as needed to avoid incurring residual fixed
costs, which eat into profits.
Beyond forward and reverse
logistics, 3PLs for consumer electronics OEMs or service providers
should have the capacity for serialization, combined with test-andrepair, kitting-and-packaging, and
asset recovery.

Containing Costs, Improving
Performance
Serialization of an electronic
device is the engine that runs a successful consumer interaction. This is
especially true in the case of handheld devices accompanied by service contracts. The ability to collect
and manage serialized information
is vital to understanding everything
about a device from a logistics
standpoint throughout its lifecycle. In
today’s social-media-driven marketplace, manufacturers can ill afford to
be caught off guard with a faulty
product or service. If problems
occur, they must be swiftly identified
and remedied to demonstrate commitment to consumers.
Protecting brand integrity is an
ongoing endeavor that must be diligently cultivated and nourished. A
partnership with a 3PL with serialized capabilities can help consumer
electronics OEMs and service
providers dramatically improve the
quality of their products. All of this
while enjoying value-added services
without fixed costs. This can have a
substantial positive impact on a company’s finances, keeping shareholders happy, consumers satisfied and,
ultimately, profits growing.

INDUSTRY NEWS:1

Hershey Earns Circle of Excellence Award
The Hershey Company received the reduction and efficient use of pack2010 Circle of Excellence (COE)
aging materials.
Award for excellence in energy conCompanies nominated for the CIRservation and social responsibility
CLE of Excellence award uphold the
from the Distribution Business
qualities of: Consistency, in products
Management Association (DBMA).
or services; Integrity, in business
The award was announced and predealings with other companies;
sented during the 2010 Supply Chain Responsibility, to employees, commuLeaders in Action (SCLA) Annual
nity and to the environment;
Business Forum. The SCLA is comCommitment, to total customer satisprised of 50 of the nation’s largest
faction; Leadership, that involves the
and most successful corporations.
directions, support and involvement
Each year, DBMA presents the
of all management levels within the
Circle of Excellence award to a
enterprise and community; and
leading company that represents the
Experience, exemplified by years of
highest standards of quality and
service in their field and coupled
technology, and provides an enviwith versatility to adjust to the changronmentally responsible supply chain ing environment of business. The
Hershey Company exceeds all of
model. The award recipient is selectthese criteria.
ed by an international panel of
Past award recipients include
judges representing top universities
Chiquita Brands International,
and industry trade associations in
Staples, CVS, Dell, Kraft Foods,
the U.S. The recipient of the COE
Lockheed Martin, Coors Brewing
Award must demonstrate corporate
Company, UPS, Mercedes Benz
commitment to supply chain excellence and environmental initiatives in and other major companies in consumer goods and business-to-busithe past and present as well as
ness categories.
exhibit plans for continued future
commitment.
In addition to
being judged on
supply chain environmental and disaster continuity
preparedness, the
candidates were
evaluated on performance metrics
on improved product or process
quality and overall
cost efficiency. The
award criteria also
Back row, left to right: Greg Kaiser, Todd Camp, Bill Vipperman,
focus on environJason Reiman, Andy Paladino, Tony Tassone,
mental programs
Front row, left to right: Bill Leonard, Jan Ewing, Beth Correll, Terry O'Day,
Norma Menis-Croxall, Bruce Hancock
related to waste
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Don Walker, McKesson Receives
Distinguished Service Award
Don Walker, SVP of Distribution
Operations, McKesson
Pharmaceuticals has received the
Distinguished Service Award for his

Left to right: Jack Thorn, Ph.D., DBMA,
Don Walker, McKesson, Amy Thorn, DBMA

commitment and proven leadership
to the supply chain discipline and
profession.
Don served as the 2010 SCLA
Chairman and dedicated considerable time and effort into developing
the year’s program. The theme for
the 2010 SCLA Annual Business
Forum was “Prospering in the ‘New
Normal’ Economy”. According to
Walker, there is very little agreement
on “exactly what this ‘new normal’
will look like and the exact changes
it will demand”. He states, “Leaders
today have a unique opportunity to
grab control of our own destinies
and create and define this “new
normal’”.
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The 2010 SCLA event was held in
Scottsdale, AZ and spearheaded by
Don Walker and the SCLA Executive
Committee, comprised of both senior
executives from each member company and representatives from the academic community.
Distribution Business Management
Association (DBMA) presents the
Distinguished Service Award annually to a person who has made an outstanding service contribution to the
supply chain profession. The award
recognizes service in the areas of
supply chain management, professional societies, publications or conferences, and leadership that has a
major impact on the advancement of
supply chain as a discipline and
career.
Past winners of this award are Don
Walker, Staples, Inc., Kevin Smith,
CVS/pharmacy and Jim LaBounty,
JCPenney’s.

INDUSTRY ARTICLE:1

Future Views:
Collaborative Sourcing will
be the Hallmark of Supply
Chain Excellence
By Paul Martyn

Imagine a future where today’s
“winner-take-all” model for negotiating supply chain contracts is a
distant memory. A time and place
when the inefficiency of operating
as adversaries won’t be tolerated

as high-tech alternatives and longsighted strategies create opportunities to find common ground
where everyone wins.
A futuristic vision that’s too hard
to realize? Not so. Something has

to give – and sooner rather than
later. Consider what happens when
shippers and carriers take an
adversarial approach to contracts:
• Shippers discard or weaken
important relationships, putting
service levels at risk.
• Parties neglect agreed upon
terms, lose credibility, and find it
increasingly difficult to negotiate
effectively.
• Shippers drive carriers toward
unsustainably low rates, finding
themselves unable to cover loads
when capacity tightens back up.
This is clearly an unsustainable
business model. In the supply
chain world of the future, shippers
and carriers will tap the power of
“intelligent” algorithms that eliminate costly trade-offs and create
solutions that benefit all parties.
What does futuristic collaboration mean in the context of transportation sourcing? It doesn’t
mean shippers paying exorbitant
rates while carriers run an inefficient business. Nor does it mean
carriers capitulating to price pressure from customers and accepting any business at any price to
keep trucks on the road.
The old rules where the only
checkmate is lowest cost will be
thrown out the window. Instead:
• Carriers will honor volume and
load acceptance commitments to
preserve customer relationships
even if it means forgoing more
lucrative opportunities elsewhere.
• Shippers will honor the principals of contracts and preserve
relationships even if some volume adjustment is required to
correct for the dynamism of the
market.

• When the market has excess
capacity, shippers and carriers
will work to realign relationships
to create efficiencies, the future
collaborative sourcing.
Working together, shippers and
carriers achieve greater network
efficiency: higher equipment utilization, reduced waste (fuel and
dwell), and fewer empty miles, all
adding up to significant – and sustainable – cost reductions.

Getting There From Here
It’s one thing to look wave a
wand and declare that shippers
and carriers will collaborate. It’s
another to make it a reality.
We’ve talked with shippers and
carriers and predict that these six
points will define an effective and
sustainable model for collaborative sourcing:
1. The KISS principle will reign
supreme. It must be simple for
both parties to speak in their own
terms. Geography, prices, and
representation of business should
not require a Rosetta Stone.
Carriers are busier than ever with
RFPs as shippers take advantage
of market conditions. With constrained resources, RFPs that are
difficult to understand, have vague
expectations, or are just generally
wasteful will not get the same
level attention and aggressive
pricing as those designed to leverage technology to minimize
response effort.
Investing up-front to design RFPs
that are user-friendly to carriers
and give shippers the rich data
needed for sound decision making
improves savings opportunities
and minimizes reduces unpleasant
surprises down the road.

2. Shippers will clearly communicate requirements and priorities.
There are two distinct advantages
to defining and presenting what’s
needed in clear, concise and concrete terms:
1) Eliminating uncertainty also
eliminates hedging and inefficient pricing.
2) Shippers can open the field to
doing business with new carriers, who historically had been
at a disadvantage due to a
lack of knowledge about the
shipper’s unique business, giving incumbents the advantage.
The right level of information
ensures that shippers get the services they require and expect, and
carriers will avoid hedging. This
requires understanding:
• what data is important to share
• what level of detail to share
• how best to communicate
• how to streamline access and
understanding, while maintaining the value of the information
One LTL carrier, describing the
need for detailed information
about shippers’ freight, put it simply, “I sell space on a truck, and I
need to know what is going in
that space.” To him, access to
data such as actual class and volume density is critical to providing
the most competitive proposal –
going so far in several instances
to visit prospective customers’
facilities, armed with a tape measure to size pallets to get otherwise unavailable information.
3. Carriers will clearly communicate their requirements and priori-
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ties. Carriers unanimously report
difficulty proposing best rates
when they are uncertain what volumes and what lanes they might
be awarded. Carriers can only
put their best foot forward if they
have a platform to share with the
businesses most important to them
and understand what volumes are
necessary to achieve the efficiencies required for the best rates. A
cookie-cutter approach to volume
and other discounts virtually
ensures that some carriers will not
be able to submit their most attractive bids.
Carriers say they are eager to
work with shippers to find deeper
efficiencies, but a top priority is
protecting themselves from further
cuts to operating margins.
Consider the case of fuel surcharges:
Shippers really have two options
in this area: They can allow the
surcharge to be a realistic reflection of the cost of fuel over time,
or they can drive surcharges so
low that, as one carrier put it,
“We are forced to build the cost
into our rates.” In recent history,
shippers who chose the latter
approach ultimately hurt only
themselves when the cost of fuel
fell; many were locked into linehaul rates with a higher price
fixed somewhere above market
cost. When the fuel-cost discrepancies grow large enough, shippers
who drive surcharges down the
hardest will be first to see service
affected adversely.
4. The right questions will be
asked. Shippers are quick to point
out the importance of evaluating
factors that go beyond cost when
selecting carriers. In this market,

carriers want the evaluation to
consider these non-cost factors just
as much as the shippers, if not
more so. “We want shippers to
ask us about things like transit
time, on-time percentage, additional services provided, account
management, and financial security,” said one carrier. Carriers see
this as an opportunity to differentiate themselves while maintaining
margins they can live with.
To create a truly effective sourcing effort, shippers must:
• Understand their own business
requirements, including differentiating between must-haves and
really-wants.

• Ask only the questions relevant
to these requirements and preferences.
• Analyze information collected
and eliminate questions that
won’t be used in evaluation.
• Be able to accurately incorporate the answers, along with
their costs, in the decision-making process.
5. Analysis tools will level the
playing field – and uncover the
best options. Once shippers have
gathered carriers’ responses, shippers must have a systematic way
to balance both cost and non-cost
factors. It does no good to ask all
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the right questions, but have no
way to compare answers without
months of tedious data study. In a
very real way, better analysis
tools, particularly those based on
optimization technology, allow
shippers to ask more meaningful
questions, ultimately driving better
decision-making.
6. Consensus within the shippers’
organization will be a cornerstone
of success. Collaborative sourcing
does not just mean collaboration
between the shipper and the carrier; it also requires cooperation
between internal stakeholders.
In a large organization, it is
(continued on page 74)

important build a consensus. This
demands listening to varied sets of
needs and wishes, incorporating
them into analysis, and objectively
evaluating the costs and benefits
of all decisions. Accomplishing
buy-in through thoughtful consideration of all key stakeholders, and
having a clear-cut, unbiased way
to evaluate alternatives is critical
to the ultimate success of any collaborative sourcing effort.
So how can we do this? The
good news is the basis for getting
collaboration working exists today.
Modern collaborative sourcing
technology already identifies cost
reduction opportunities through
proper shipper and carrier alignment, using a powerful combina-

tion of:
1) highly flexible and sophisticated proposal collection platforms.
2) powerful scenario analysis
capabilities to evaluate a broad
spectrum of alternatives and varied
proposals.
Future abilities will advance even
further:
• Proposal collection platforms will
efficiently collect lane-level bids
and, more importantly, accommodate express proposals offering alternate services, equipment, bundles of continuousmove or round-trip business and
network balancing solutions.
Additionally, the proposal collection process will focus as much
on capacity as it does on price.

• Scenario analysis technology will
be able to thoroughly evaluate all
of the expressive proposals simultaneously, while allowing the shipper to personally evaluate historical behavior. Scenario analysis
will be used to shape an award
profile that best aligns the business being offered with the interests expressed by the carriers, factoring in capacity and non-price
criteria at the same time.
This same technology will work
equally well in markets that favor
shippers and those that favor carriers, as the best solution is always
a function of communicating needs
and interest for mutual gain. And
mutual gain is the reward of true
collaboration.

